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THE HOTTEST PRICES ALL SUM.MER! 

ii@tr GEMINI 10X S21995 

"I would like to commend you folks with the 

expediency of processing my last order. I 

received it exactly two weeks from when I 

sent it in. I really hope that you can do this 

with my next order! I think that's great! 

- Bob S., Bellevue, Washington 

�[]©{Ml SEIKOSHA GP 250 
"GENERAL PURPOSE 

SUPER LOW-COST PRINTER" 

$9995 
(When your purch- ■ny one 

of thrM Interlace■ 
deacrlbed below) 

Under $100.00! Never in the history of Tl has there been 

a printer for under $100.00! Now, Unisource Electronics, 

Inc., brings you the most incredible sale ever on printers 

for the Tl 99/4A. Call today and place your reservation for 

one of these unbelievably low price printers and inter

faces. 

Axiom Corporation's Seikosha GP 250 printer is reserve 

priced at an unbelievable $99.95 with purchase al any one 

of three intertaces described below. Just look at all of 

these features: 
SEIKOSHA GP 250 

• lmpaC1 type dot matrix - prints on any paper. 

• 50 Characters per second in standard mode 

• Standard 6-b1t ASCII code with 32 special characters 

• Graphics capaGilit,es (dot addressable) 

• Special characters: Double width, double height, and 

double width double height. 

• Upper and lower case with true descenders 

• Downloadable character sets 

AXI 103 (purchased separately) . .1119,95 

PARALLAX INTERFACE 
The ParallAx intertace allows for direC1-connect com• 

munication between the computer and the printer ... just 
plug the ParallAx in and start printing! This is a low-cost 

printer intertace for the Tl 99/4A and is fully co,.,pauble 

with all of the printers featured in this flyer. The expensive 

peripheral expansion box is not required - nothing else ,s 

neededl The ParallAx interface has a built-in printer cable. 

UNISOURCE PRICED (AXI 110) ........•••... 184.95 

(Specily AXI 100 when ordering Gemini 1 OX) 

(When you purchase any one of three Interlaces 

described below) 

List price on Star Micronics Gemini 10X is $399.95. Unisource 

Electronics slashes retail prices to a never-before-heard-of price 

with purchase of any one of the three interfaces described below. 

This is the lowest price ever ottered on the Gemini 10X printer. 
Call today and reserve one of the best-selling printers and in

terfaces of all time. Quantities are large, but at this phenomenal 
price, orders will be accepted on a first-come-first-serve basis. 

Look at the Big Features for the Gemini 10X: 

• Tractor (pin) and friction feed 
• Very fast 120 characters per second print speed 
• Bi-directional and logic seeking 
• High density 9 x 9 dot matrix pattern for near letter quality 

printing 
• Eight distinctive character fonts 
• Standard typewrite.r ribbon replacement (about $3.00) 
• Standard ASCII characters with special characters. block 

graphics characters. downloadable and even international 
characters. 

• Centronics parallel 
GEMINI 10X 

purchased separately UNI 142 ...................... $239.95 

ELITE 5 DAISY-WHEEL PRINTER 

Unisource Electronics crashes the expensive letter 

quality printer barrier with an 1ncred1ble daisy wheel 

printer at an even more 1ncredIble price I 

The ELITE 5 letter quality printer has all of the attributes 

of an expensive daisy wheel printer at a fraction of usual 
costs. Th,s versatile printer produces superb LO print out 

in standard, bold, subscript, superscript, and underlining 

This printer ,s only $249.95 with purchase of any one of 

the three intertace devices listed below. 

Reserve your Elite 5 orinter today' Ouant,ues are large, 
but as with all of these fine printer values, response will be 

tremendous. 

Here are some of the features of the ELITE 5: 

ELITE 5 

• 12 Characters per second print speed with quiet opera-

tion - 720 words per minute 

• Logic seeking, bi-directional 

• Tractor feed available 

• Centronics parallel intertace 

• Full word processing combatib1hty 

• Graphics mode 
• Superb letter quality printing 

• Interchangeable daisy wheels. Various type styles 

available 

AXI 101 (purchased separately) . .... 1269.95 

RS232 STAND-ALONE 
This RS232 stand-alone device (COR 103) serves a dual 

purpose. It provides the necessary intertace between your 

computer and the printer and also has a serial port for a 

modem hook-up for telecommunications. Once you've 

mastered the new world a printer brings to your 99/4A, you 

may want to get involved with the Source and "talk" to 

mainframe computers via a telecommunications link. This 

device has the modem serial port already buitt in. 

Telecommunications is a natural outgrowth of having a 

printer system! 

R�uires custom printer cable. (UNI 110) 

UNISOURCEPRICEO(COR 103) ... , ..•..... 1124.115 

CUSTOM PRINTER CABLE(UNI 110) , .. , ..... 129.95 

S24995 
(When your purchase any one 

c-1 thrN Interface■ 
deacrlbed below) 

RS232 CARD 
The RS232 card (COR 101) provides all of the capabilities 

of the free-�tanding device listed above in a configuration 

that fits inside a Tl Peripheral Expansion Box. It also pro

vides a separate serial port 

Requires custom printer cable. (UNI 110) 

UNISOURCEPRICEO(COR 101) , , ...... , ..•. $89.115 

CUSTOM PRINTER CABLE (UNI 110) ..... , ... 129.15 

�- UNISOURCE ELECTRONICS, INC.
"YOUR ONE SOURCE FOR ALL YOUR Tl 9914A NEEDS SINCE 1981" 

"NO ADDITIONAL CHARGE!" 
TOLL FREE 

PrlcN, specifications & availability are sub;ect to change. 

1 8 0 0 8 5 8 4 5 8 0Please call fOf current price infOfmation. • • • 

MAIL ORDER 
IN TEXAS P.O. BOX 64240 

1 806 745 8834 
7006 UNIVERSITY 

• • • LUBBOCK, TX 79464 
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COMPLETE 1200 BAUD MODEM & SOFTWARE 
Vc:JL

, 
K5Mc:J□eM· 12+ AMA-LINK

COMMUNICATIONS PACKAGE 
New Volksmodem XII from Anchor Automation finally 

brings the cost of 1200 baud sman modems down 10 a 
cost everyone can afford. This high-speed modem retails 
for $299 95. This sman modem is capable of lull unattend• 
ed operation in conJunction with stand-alone terminals and 
computers which have an RS232 interface. With 
Volksmodem Xll's ability to transmit data quickly and ac
cess mainframe computers like the Source and Com
puserve. it's truly the affordable way to maximize your per
sonal computer's productivity. Get the Volksmodem XII 
with Tl cable and AMA-Link in a special package deal that 
makes super last data Jransmission and reception afford
able. 

♦-�
$ONLY 22995 COMPLETE! t 
$ FOR MODEM, Tl t 
; CABLE & AMA LINK � 
l�.;,,���

Request pan numbers ANC 107, ANC 106, and AMA 
120 D. 
ANC 107 Volkamodem XII (purchased separately) •19911 

ANC 106 Tl Cable for_Volk• (purchased separately) 11011 

AMA-Link is a diverse communications package that contains three programs In one and 
is ideally suited for Volksmodem and many, many other modems on the market today. AMA
Link contains: TERMINAL EMULATION. DISASSEMBLER. and ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE 
ROUTINES. 

The first pan of the package is TERMINAL EMUL,ATION and Is designed to access the 
skyrocketing number of Tl bulletin boards around the country. TE has many features, in
cluding: 

• Full or half duplex operation 
• Selectable baud rates 
• Text buffering for downloading up to 16k of information or programs to printer or disk. 
• Simultaneous output to printer as information comes over phone 

DISASSEMBLER, the second pan of the program. allows dis-assembly of machine code 
in memory into executable assembly language source code. This pan of the package only 
requires Extended BASIC. 

AMA-Link also has ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE routines for Extended BASIC and provides 
several miscellaneous assembly language routines like 40 column screen utilities, search 
and insen. and disk file search and merge. 

Requires: Extended BASIC, disk system, and memory expansoon. but Mini Memory or 
Editor-Assembler can be used instead of Extended BASIC for the Terminal Emulation por
tion of the package. 

AMA-Link has now been enhanced with the following features: 
• Bulfer control codes for high-speed operation. 
• Bulfer· lull signal to indicate text memory Is almost full 

• ASCII "X-on" and "X-olf" protocol 
• File Transfer 
• Status Display showing· status of different features. 

AMA-Link is regularly priced at $3 9.95, so now is the tome lo lake advantage of this 
telecommunications package. Call now and request the special package price on pan 
numbers ANC 107, ANC 106, and AMA 120 DI 
AMA 120 D AMA-Link (purchased separately) •3311 

Mg�&M •� C��t��3����:�EM & ,��::c� 
$6 795 J A"""'°"" modom, wh� =aK,od <o yoo, oompo<o, ••'" RS232 �"" do,,co,,;+ EMULATOR 11 

allow you to communicate to mainframe computers. data bases like The Source and This 300 baud package Is a very cost-elf1c1ent method for 

CompuServe, micro computer electronic bulletin board data bases, and directly to other newcomers to the field of 1elecommunoc.a11ons to discover 
micra's. . the world through their computer. And TEii ,s the original 

Volksmodem repres_ents a low cost alternatove to expensive telephone modem_s of the explorer! This module software links our sg/4A to main-
past. Volksmodem Is direct connect to a modular telephone Jack and Is fully compatible with . y 
the 99/4A. frame computers like the Source and Compu�,erve as well 
ALSO INCLUDED! SPECIAL SUBSCRIPTION RATE TO THE SOURCE WHEN YOU PUA- as numerous bulletin boards around the country. This ,s a 
CHASE A VOLKSMODEM FROM UNISOU�!! 

_... � ..,&,..& ...i. � � �,,, 
hot package deal lo beat the summer haa1. Call today and 

���vy-�.-...... YT�/ 
request part numbers ANC 105, ANC �06, and PHM 

� ONLY S87H COMPLETE 
3035. With Volksmodem andtheTl cablelindlhis:erminal 

FOR MODEM, Tl CABLE & TE II 
emulation software. connect this package·to any RS 232 
device and explore! 

ANC 105, ANC 106, and AMA 1201 PHM 3035 Terminal Emulator II ......•.•.....• 22.95 
ANC 1 OS Volksmodem (purchased separately) ............................. '67" (purchased separately) 
ANC 106 Tl Cable for Volkamodem (purchased separately) ................... •1011 

OTHER GOOD 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS VALUES! 

SIGNALMAN MARK Ill
A low cost. direct connect, high quality modem that comes 
complete and ready to use - just plug it into an RS232 
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TE 1200 
by SoftMail 

Allows you to set the parameters of your computer to those 
of the computer you wish to comrn.unicate to. Also features 
variable baud rates up to 9�. and special spooling 
feat ure that al lows data being transmitted to be 
automatically outputted to a printer. 
SOF1020 ........ ,,. ..................... ,13ge1 

Now for a limited time only and available EX
CLUSIVEL Y for readers of Micropendiumll 

Through special arrangement with Exceltec, 
Unisource Electronics, Inc. is proud to offer readers of 
Micropendium. Extended BASIC modules, complete 
with manual. 

Exceltec has been licensed by Texas Instruments 
to produce the Extended BASIC module and manual. 
At these prices and even if you already have XB, 
order a spare. Order Now! STA 118. 

AFFORDABLE 
DATA/PROGRAM STORAGE 

CASSETTE RECORDER 
The Panasonic Computer Recorder is a low cost method for 
storing data and/or programs on standard cassette audio 
tapes. It is guaranteed 10 be 100% compatible with the Tl 
home computer. It includes tone control, volume control, 
tape counter. and much more. Designed specially for com
puter data and program storage. 

UNI 137 (requires cassette interface cable).· ...... •4411 

UNI 137 Cbl (includes ca�sette interface cable) ... •5211 

UNISOURCE 
ELECTRONICS, INC. 

"YOUR ONE SOURCE FOR ALL YOUR 

r,;99/4A NEEDS SINCE 1981" 

TOLL FREE IN TEXAS 
1-800-858-4580 1-806-7 45-8834

MAIL ORDER 
P.O. BOX 64240 

7006 UNIVERSITY 
LUBBOCK, TX 79464 

�
CARTRIDGE EXPANDER 

PREVENT COMPUTER WEAR! 

Plug, unplug, plug, unplug. Sound familiar? All that plug
ging and unplugging ts more than a nuisance - it's slowly 
but surely wearing out the contacts on your computer 

There is a way to combat this wear by up lo 90 percent or 
more through a cartridge expand8f! The Navarone Car
tridge Expander holds three of your most used cartridges 
so that you can switch back and forth between modules 
with the press of a reset button rather than Jerking the entire 
module out ofJh.e computer. 

Always switching back and forth between Exten&d 
BASIC and Disk Manager? Kids play t O modules 100 times 
a day? Active computer user? This cartridge expander ,s 
the inexpensive answer. 
NAV100 

Price&, specific4lions & availabilfty are subject to change. 
P/ease\:al/ for current priCe information. 
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• GENERAL LEDGER
• INVENTOR Y
• MAIL LIST
• ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE

UNBELIEVABLE! REGULARLY •13915 EACH! 

Now, through special arrangements with AMA Soft
ware, Unisource offers all four of these professional 
business quality software disks at. never-before
heard-of prices! 

---

S.AVE

$460°0
Limited Quantities. ACT NOW! 
All require Extended BASIC, 32K, 2 Disk Drives & Printer 

AMA 200 .•••••.••.••.•••.•...•.••...•.. · .... $9995 

GENERAL LEDGER 
Allows you to get a grip on the "Big Picture" 
of your business. GL gives you a financial 
overview and complete management 
capabilities. GL also accepts automatic 
posting entrin from AA, Inv., and ML. Print
outs include financial statements, chart of 
accounts, journal reports, detailed trial 
balancn, balance sheets, journal edit lists, 
journal posting lists, and others. 

INVENTORY 
This diverse program provides for both in
ventory and order entry management. In
ventory allows for creation and maintenance 
of up to 1500 inventory items, including part 
numbers, descriptions, five different'prices, 
and eight other options. Order entry allows 
for invoicing, posting to AA and GL, pick 
tickets, stock status, sales journals, and 
others. Of course, printouts of all transac
tions and journals are available. 

MAIL LIST 
Mail List virtually eliminates costly labor ex
pense and the tedium of constantly dealil\g 
with a mailing list. ML offers t 1 fields of dafa 
input relating to each name as defined by 
User. Mail List employs search function, zip 
code and alpha sorts, accesses Tl Writer, 
has a 40 column text mode, edits data before 
entry, and many additional functions. This 
mail list does just about anything imaginable 
for data manipulation. 

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE 
lnvoicesinvoicesinvoices. If they all seem to 
run together, AA has the answer. This 
system allows you to maintain a Customer 
Master File. Maintains records by invoice 
number and keeps an invoice on file in• 
definitely until it is paid. AA is additionally 
posted to GL at month-end assuring balance 
or ease of error tracing. Reports include 
customer list, monthly statements, aging 
reports, and journal reports. 

CORCOMP 9900 MICRO EXPANSION SYSTEM -H♦,t,♦••O♦,
h

tt♦+♦t,� 
• COR 107 832495 �

THE. WAIT WAS LONG, BUT NOW IT'S HERE!! 
• (Doe• nor ,nc/We disk -I '
,.,♦\♦t ♦f,' ♦ \.--\-f' "'♦\ .. , � 

Jhe term MICRO definitely fits the SITlall black box measuring 5" x 5" x 3" which Clffl 
replace the Tl Peripheral Expansion Box measuring 17" x 12" x 7". This amazing box is 
being credited with making the 9914A a portable computer! The console, 9900 MICRO 
EXPANSION SYSTEM . and halt-height drive fits easily into a briefcase or suitcase! 
Another exciting feature is that there is no longer the constant "hum" of the old P-Box 
fan! 

The CC-Disk Controller also adds eight new cornmands and programming statements 
to BASIC and Extended BASIC. 

Revolutionary is the word being used to describe the CC-9900 MICRO EXPANSION 
SYSTEM. The small black box offers the most compact and practical approach ever 
available for expanding the 9914A! 
COR 103 RS232 Stand. Alone with 1 Serial and 1 Parallel Port ............. 1124" 

With the additional memory .and the new CorComp Double-Sided, Double-Density· 
Disk Controller capability, the user can control up to 4 disk drives. Each Double-Sided 
Double-Density drive will store 360k bytes of information. With two DSIDD drives hooked 
up th� on line storage is 72!)k and with lour OS/DD drives, it is increased to 1.4 
megabytes. Tests to date have shown that the CorComp 9900 MICRO EXPANSION 
SYSTEM runs even faster than the 9900 Disk Controller for the Tl P-Box. 

COR 108 Upgrade l<lt for 32K Ram and Disk Controller ... • ....•..•...... '259" 

The CorComp 2.3·Disk Manager is.supplied on 51/•" floppy disk. This program is con• 
siderably faster than TI'S. It's the same Disk Manager which met with rave reviews when 
CorComp introduced the 9900 DS/00 DISK CONTROLLER CARD. One of the many 
enhancements of this program is that it all<>ws the user to CONFIGURE the manager to 
his system. He can select his own text and screen colors, set up each of the different 
drive types attached to the controller tor number of sides, density and number of tracks. 
The printer type can be configured for catalog and disk test printouts. The configuration 
is saved on the disk and used as the defaults when the disk manager is loaded 

(Includes Extended Factory /ns,sllstion Wa"antv) 

RESPONSE HAS BEEN TREMENDOUS ••• 

MICROSOFT 
MULTI PLAN 

lMtt . s399s 
Thia may be the only computer program you ever nHdr'Recognized as one of 
the most powerful planning tools ever invented, MICROSOFT MULTIPLAN is 
patterned after the famous VISICALC program. MULT_IPLAN can be used as a 
spreadsheet or record keeping tool for business and personal needs to plan 
everything from how much to spend on the lawn this spring to providing analysis 
for a small business. Printer system suggested. 
Requires: Memory Expansion, Disk System 

PHM3113 ..............................•.............. $3995 

TI WRITER 

PHM 3111 

This is our lowest price ever on this professional quality word 
processing program for th, 99/4A only! Tl Writer provides many of the 
features found on word processing systems costing thousaoos of 
dollars. Users create, define, save, format and print documents. Has 
both word wrap and fixed abilities. Tl Writer is regarded as one of the 
finest programs ever written for the Tl·Home Computer. 

UNISOURCE ELECTRONICS, INC. 
"NO ADDITIONAL CHARGE!' .. 

Price•, ,,,.cfflcatlon1t & availability_ are aubject to ch�. 
PINN ca// for current price information. 

'·'YOUR ONE-SOURCE FOR ALL YOUR Tl 9914A NEEDS SINCE 1981" · 

TOLL FREE IN TEXAS 

1· -800-858-4580 1-806-7 45-8834 

MAIL ORDER 
P .0. BOX 64240 

1006 UNIVERSITY 
LUBBOCK; TX 79464 
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CHOOSING THE RIGHT DRIVE FOR YOUR Tl 99/4A SYSTEM 

With the diversity of the Tl 99/4A, it is sometimes difficult to determine the best, most cost-efficient disk drive configuration tor your system. We've 
attempted to simplify the whole situation with this easy to read route that is correct for your computer. When you get to a D (box) you know which part 
numbers to order. You will find part numbers and prices below the flow chart. It's that easy! Order todayl 

"I WANT TO BUY A DISK DRIVE"* 
DO YOU HAVE THE PERIPHERAL EXPANSION BOX? 

� � 
Will THE DRIVE GO IN 

THE BOX? 
..00 YOU HAVE 

CORCOMP·s MICRO 

¢ 
DO YOU WANT FULL 

OR SLIM LINE DRIVES? 

$ 
DO YOU HAVE 

EXTERNAL DISK 
DRIVES NOW? 

cf PANSION SYSTEM? $ 
HOW MANY DISK DO YOU WANT 1 
DRIVES DO YOU OR 2 DRIVES? 

HAVE NOW? 

2 OR MORE 

HOW MANY DRIVES DO 
YOU WANT TO ORDER? 

2ND DRIVE 

00 YOU HAVE THE 
DISK DRIVE 

CON VERSION KIT? 

CALL TECHNICAL 
Order 

Part No.·s 
UNI 102X1. 
CBL�0l.& 

COR 107 

IS THIS THE 2ND DRIVE 
IN THE PS CABINET? 

Order 
Part No.·s 

UNI 102X2. 
CBL101.& 

COR 107 

Order 
Part No.'s 
CBL 100 & 

UNI 102 

Order 
Part No.·s · 
CBL 104. 

UNI 102 & 
UNI 102 00 YOU HAVE AN 

EMPTY DRIVE 
CONNECTOR IN THE PS 

CABINET? 

Order 
Part No. 
UNI 102 

• Always Specify Which Drive You Are Ordering 

Order 
Part No.'s 
CBL 104 & 

UNI 102 
Order 

Part No. 
UNI 102 

N (OR DON'T KNOW) 

CALL TECHNICAL 

COMPLETE EXTERNAL DS/DD DRIVES - READY TO USE! 

"Nearly a MB of Storage with Two Slim Line Drives" 
These external disk drives are ideally suited for usage with any· disk controller card !hat 

can control one or more double sided, double density disk dr�s. . . . . , . .. 
At fo!,g last. affordable disk drives are available for yqur Tl 9914A and.are ·fully'compatibte 

with a� storage devices - Tl. CorComp. Myarc. etc. . · · · · 

Either one or two of these slim disk.drives has been installed in our-� suppiy cabinet. 
Each of the drives are double sided, double density-that's 360 KB- -;with one s_lint drive or 
nearly 1 MB of storage capacity with two slim line drives! 

With computing power so readily available from these qultlity Teac manufactured drives. 
now is Iha lime to buy. 

· · · 

Requires: Console. Disk Controller Card. 32K f9Commended. 
UNI 102X1 • One slim line OS/DO drive with power supply cabinet and 
cables. 
UNI 102X2 • Two slim line OS/DO drives with power supply·cabinet and 
cables. 

_$24995 

___ s399es 

DRIVES FOR THE PE BOX 
EXPANSION PERIPHERALS! 

ADDITIONAL PERIPHERALS FOR THE HOME COMPUTER 

Diak Drives - All disk drives sold by Unisource are 
guaranteed 10 be 100 percent compatible with the 99/4A 
Home Computer. All of these drives are ideally suited for 
the Peripheral Expansion system as well. Drives may be 
purchased either u a single drive "bare" -ready for in• 
aertion into the PE box-in single sided. single density or 
double sided double density ii your disk controller card will 
control OS/DD. or the drivn may be purchased "slim line 
bare"-meaning two drives will fit into the same opening 
of the box. These slim line drives may also be purchased 
single sided, single density or double Sided. double densi• 
ty. again depending upon your disk controller card and do 
require an electrical conversion kit. 

Requirn disk controller. peripheral expansion box or 
disk drive po- supply. cabinet and external driv, cable. 

UNI 106 Single Sided Sing le Density (Full 
Heigh Drtvea) 
(,,,_:,,p«;ifylfttllslsa#COflddrive) .. 816995
UNI 102 Double Sided Double Density 
(Slim Une Drivn) 

$17995 (Pfea• specify It this is a NCOfld mveJea; 

UNISOURCE ELECTRONICS, INC.
'''l'()VIIIONf S0IJflCf FOltAU. 'r0UR r,w.- NEEOS SINCE 111,· 

TOU. 'ME tN TfXAS • ';'�� 
1-800-85M580 1-806-745-8834 ,::.C.-i:-..!. 

Diak Drive Power Supply Cabinet - This is a complete 
oower supply and cabinet designed to house either one 
full height disk drive or two slim line drives. Requires: Disk 
drive. disk controller. external disk drive cable. 
UN11N ....... , .•.•••••••••••••••.••.•.•. 151'1 

Diak Controller Card - Manufactured .by COfComp, this 
1isk controller card will handle up to 4 double sided, dou• 
ble density.dill! drives and allows for multil>I, disk drive 
configurations. Requirn: Peripheral expansion box. inter• 
nal disk drive cable. 1.4 disk drives. 
t:OA 102 .••••••••••••••••• • •••..•••••.••• •15 ... 
32k Memory Card - Add 32k J>y\n of addilionet com
:>uting po- to the console·• 1811 random acceaa memory 
(RAM). Thia ii a mull .lor fully e,ipanding the 99/4A•s 
capabilitin to run software like Extended BASIC. Mini 
Memory. Editor Asaembler. Tl-Writer and Microsoft 
Multiplan. Aequirn: Perf�al Expansion Box. 
COA 104 .••.•.••••• , •••••• , ••••••••••••• •1otN 
AS232 Card - Provides ,:iecHMry interface for either a 
,eriaJ or parallel printer or telecommunications modem. 
Purchue in conjunction with the printers on pages 4 & 5 
for outstanding savings! Requiru: Peripheral expansion 
box and either printer or telephone modem. 
COA101 ................................. ..... 

Prlcea, � & �- MJject to chat11J9. 
ANN CM# for CIINtlt pra lnfortnetlon. 

Stand Alone AS232 - This is a low cost RS232 device for 
either a printer or a telephone modem that does not re
quire the expensive Peripheral Expansion Box. Plugs 
directly into the side port and provides one serial and one 
parallel port. 
COA 103 ........... ; .................... •12411 
Fl'ff Standing 32k device - Accesses those programs 
requiring a�ditional 32k memory without having to pur• 
chase the expensive Peripheral Expansion Box! Manufac• 
turer varies. but this device is always compatible. and 
plugs directly into !he side port of the computer. 
BOX 100 ...••.......•.•••....••......•..• •121'1 
Speech Synthesizer - The Solid Stale Speech Syn• 
fhesizer reproduces human speech electronically. ac• 
curatety and realistically with a variety of inflections and 
appropriate pitch. For children too young to read the 
1ereen, the Speech Synthesizer is ideal since it allows the 
computer to "talk" .to the children. The Speech Syn
thesizer requirn either tbe Speech Editor. Terminal 
Emulator II command cartridge or other programs design
ed to UM speech. The TEii package provides \Jnlimited 
text-to-speech capability which allows you to listen to data 
baM information or have the computer say anything within 
your own program. 
Reqund: Terminal Emui.tor II Module; o, other software 

=��-:C,� ............ '. ............ CALLI
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C□ntents 

mlCA□pendium 

MICROpendium is published 12 
times annually in Round Rock, 
Texas. No material pYQlished in the 
pages of MICROpemlfum may be 
used without permission of the pub
lisher. Computer user groups that 
have signed exchange agreements 
with MICROpendium may excerpt 
articles appearing in MICROpen
dium without prior approval. 

Wh,ile all efforts are directed at 
providing factual and true informa
tion in published articles, the pub
lisher cannot accept responsibility 
for errors that appear in advertising 
or text appearing in MICROpen
dium. The inclusion of brand names 
in text does not constitute an endor
sement of any product by the pub
lisher. Statements published in 
MICROpendium which reflect 
erroneously on individuals, products 
or companies will be corrected upon 
contacting the publisher. 

Unless the author specifies, letters 
will be treated as unconditionally 
assigned for publication, copyright 
purposes and use in any other publi
cation or brochure and are subject to 
MICROpendium's unrestricted right 
to edit and comment. 

Display advertising deadlines and 
rates are available upon request. 

All correspondence should be 
mailed to MICROpendium at P.O. 
Box 1343, Round Rock, TX 78680. We 
cannot take responsibility for unsoli
cited manuscripts but will give con
sideration to anything sent to the 
above address. Manuscripts will be 
returned only if a self-enclosed, 
stamped envelope is included. 

All editions of MICROpendium are 
mailed from the Round Rock 
(Texas) or Smithville (Texas) Post 
Office. Subscriptions are $15 for 12 
issues, delivered via third class mail. 
In Canada, add $3.50. Subscribers in 
the United States who wish first class 
delivery may also add $3.50 to the 
basic subscription price. 
Mailing address: P.O. Box 1343, 
Round Rock, TX 78680 
Telephone: (512) 255-1512 
Source: Tl4596 
John Koloen ........... Publisher' 
Laura Burns . . . . . . . . . . . . Editor 
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-The "Techie" BBS

-A review of PC Keys

@Copyright MICROpendium 
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C□mments 

On Freeware; and a graphics contest 
We've decided to publish the Freeware page in every other 

issue, starting next month. This reduction in frequency opens up 
an 'extra' page in every other issue for other articles. We're 
doing this because most of the Freeware offerings have been 
publicized by us for months and many readers may be tired 
of seeing the same old stuff month after month. We hope 
this meets with your approval. 

In a related matter, we've been hearing some negative 
feedback regarding the Freeware concept. There are those 
who feel that giving away programs will do more damage to 
the TI market than software piracy. To paraphrase one 
complainant, there is a tendency to produce clones of pro
grams that took the original authors. months to develop. 
Although the clones are not copies and thus not infringing 
on copyrights, there are those who believe that there is no 
surer way to discourage future innovation than to allow 
others to market at reduced rates or give away programs 
that essentially capitalize on someone else's idea and labors. 
Not allowing the original programmer to recoup his invest
ment of time and effort through substantial sales will 
discourage him from creating other innovative programs. 

This is a plausible argument, and it is similar to that used 
against pirates. I cannot disagree with it in so far as I believe 
the original author deserves to profit from his work. 
Arguments against it range from the economic (many such 
programs are priced too high) to the nature of Freeware (one 
person providing a public domain program to another at lit
tle charge). Your thoughts on this subject would be ap
preciated. 

Z80A: PART II 
Foundation Computing promptly returned my Z80A 

card (see last month's Comments column) and it works just 
fine. Bill Hunter of Foundation said that a few of the cards 
went out with bugs and one of these was sent to me. The 
Z80A card I now have initializes disks just as it is supposed 
to. I've also just received some software for the card--Word 
Star, MBASIC and Turbo Pascal among others--and I hope 
to have a �ore comprehensive· report next month� The 
Word Star is formatted for a Kaypro computer. (So far, 
I've had only enough time to load each program. They all 
work fine.) 

CES UPDATE 
Elsewhere in this issue you will find a report on the Con

sumer Electronics Show held last month in Chicago. The 
most interesting revelation for TI users is the marketing of 
Extended BASIC II by Myarc Inc. (You'll find the scoop on 
this inside, too.) 

Perhaps more important are a couple of items that were 
not shown on the floor at CES, among them Tex Comp's 
peripheral devices that were previewed in last month's 
MICROpendium. These were displayed to a select few 
backstage, as it were. Also, a source tells us that Texas In
struments was at the show, too. According to this source, 
TI was also displaying an item that may be of interest to TI 
users. The company was apparently displaying a CC40-like 
machine to an invitation-only audience. We have no 
specifics on this, but our source indicates that TI may bring 
this machine to market by December. 

And what the debut of a new Tl-compatible computer? 
There was nothing shown on the floor, but the word I have 
is that things are still moving forward. I expect to hear more 
about this machine later this summer, perhaps in time for 
the August edition. You may notice that an advertiser in 
this month's edition· is promoting ·a new machine to be 
released soon. I don't know whether this is the same 
machine I've been referring to for these many months, but 
.the timing seems to be right. Stay tuned. 

A GRAPHICS CONTEST 
We've had several software improvement contests, now it 

is time for a graphics contest. The rules on this are simple: 
using any graphics program available, entrants are asked to 
provide us with a printout (using a black ribbon only) of the 
best screen they can create. Judging will be based on clarity 
of image and faithfulness of representation. Judging will be 
done solely on the basis of submitted printouts. Cash prizes 
of $50, $25 and $15 will be awarded for the first, second 
and third place entries. All entries submitted will be con
sidered to be the property of MICROpendium and may be 
published in a future issue. Entries should include the name 
of the program used to create the image as well as a title for 
the image, the creator's name and address. All entries must 
be postmarked no later than Sep. 20, 1985. Send entries to: 
GRAPHICS, c/o MICROpendium, P .0. Box 1343, Round 
Rock, TX 78680. 

-JK
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TEX ,If COMP 
TM

America's Number One TEXAS INSTRUMENTS dealer. 

Proudly Introduces 

THE SALE YOU WAITED FOR 

Get a great computer and a great deal. 
Order software totaling $99.95 or more 
from our big selection and get a brand 

new Tl-99/4A Console for only 

$47 .95 (Reg. 79.95)
+ Ship Ins/Hand. * Without software

purchase 

· · TEX-COMP, th·e world's largest supplier of Tl-99/4A equipment,
has obtained a special purchase on the Tl-99/4A console and is
passing the savings on to you.

You can protect your investment with a back-up console or 
introduce your friends and relatives to the finest home computer 
ever produced- at the lowest price ever! 

To qualify for this unheard of price, all you have to do is purchase 
Tl software from our selection in this ad in an amount of $99.95 or 
more and you can purchase the-console at this low advertised price. 

All consoles are brand new and packed with a power supply, 
RF modulator, user's reference manual and programming manual, 
as well as a 1-year Tl factory warranty. 



· PHM 3002 
PHM 3003 
PHM 3004 
PHM 3006 
PHM 3016 
PHM 3013 
PHM 3022 
PHM 3023 
PHM 3030 
PHM 3031 
PHM 3032 
PHM 3052 
PHM 3053 
PHM 3054 
PHM 3056 
PHM 3057 
PHM 3098 
PHM 3099 
PHM 3100 
PHM 3101 
PHM 3112 

$6.95
PHM 3042 
PHM 3041 
PHM3114 
PHM 3034 
f>HM 3037 
TCS 995 

$7.95 

Early Learning Fun 
Beginning Grammar 
Number Magic 
Home Financial Decisions 
Tax Investment Rec Keeping 
Video Games 
Personal Real Estate 
Hunt the Wumpus 
Amazing 
Attack 
Blasto 
Tombstone City 
Tl Invaders 
Car Wars 
Alpiner 
Munchman 
Number Readyness (Mill) 
Laws of Arithmetic (Mill) 
Equations (Mill) 
Formulas (Mill) 
Parsec 

Tunnels of Doom (Cass. or Disk) 
Adventure (Cass. or Disk) 
Alligator Mix 
Hustle 
Hangman 

Airline (Cass or Disk XBas,c Ref)) 

Games Tl Plays (Book ... 32 Cass progs) 

$19.95 
99-Writer II (Disk) 
TE-IV+ (Disk) 

PHO 5098 Tl Forth (New Low Price

Edi Assembler Required) 
Mini Writer I (Mini-Memory Req) 
Bits & Bytes (Book + 50 cass 

progsl 
Basic Tips by Amlist 

$9.95 
PHM 3009 
PHM 3010 
PHM 3015 
PHM 3043 
PHM 3046 
PHM 3047 
PHM 3048 
PHM 3082 
PHM 3027 
PHM 3028 
PHM'3029 
PHM 3049 
PHM 3050 
PH� 3051 
PHM 3088 
PHM 3059 
PHM 3060 
PHM 3061 
PHM 3062 
PHM 3091 
PHM 3092 
PHM 3093 
PHM 3094 
PHM 3020 
PHM 3067 
PHM 3064 
PHM 3177 
PHM 3178 
PHM 3035 
PHM 3233 

$38.95 

Football 
Physical Fitness 
Early Reading (Speech; 
Reading Fun 
Reading On 
Reading Roundup 
Reading Rally 
Reading Flight 
Addition & Subtraction 1 
Addition & Subtraction 2 
Multiplication 1 
Division 1 
Numeration 1 
Numeration 2 
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Computer Math Games 6 
Scholastic Spelling 3 (Speech) 
Scholastic Spelling 4 (Speech) 
Scholastic Spelling 5 (Speech\ 
Scholastic Spelling 6 (Speech) 
Subtraction (Mill) 
Multiplication (Mill) 
Division (Mill) 
Integers (Mill) 
Music Maker 
Othello 
Typing Tutor 
Facemaker 
Story Machine 
Terminal Emulator II 
Burgert1me 

PHM 3058 Mini Memory (w/Free Mini Writer I) 
PHM 3055 Editor/Assembler (w!Free "Widget") 
PHM 3109 Logo II (32K Req) 

$49.95 
Complete Adventure series on 
disk or cassette (Specify) 

(Book + Cassette) 

s p EC I AL 
We have on hand a limited number of the Classic Black & Silver 

99 I 4A consoles which you may purchase with this offer for $6 7. 95. 

This model will run all 3rd party 

modules including Navarone. Atarisof 
Romox and Fun ware. -

6795

·��-�
{Reg. 99. 95)Wlthout software purcha -:::- _  - -?!.� · 

-
VISA -

* Shipping. Handling & Insurance on this special offer is $10,00 
(Continental U.S.) to any UPS deliverable address. HA., AL, 
Canada and APO slightly higher. 

I !$A ana MASTf R,-ARO 

HOLDERS CALL 01RfCT 

(818) 366-6631

Sf NO ORO(R ANO MAIO CMlCKS PAYABLE TO 

TEX ..If COMP"· 
PO 801 JJOl4 GAAHAOA Hit LS CA 11HC 

Tcxa\ Instruments 

• AUlMOR1ZfO 0£ALfR 

TERMS All p11ces FOB lus Ange111� For lastes1 serv1Ce use 
caahlers check or money o,Oer AOO 3',, shIppIn.i anO hanOlln11 
($300 mln1mum1 Easl of Mrss,ss,pp, ◄'tr',, tFree �h1pp1n11 on all 
soltware orOers over $100 00). Prices anO 11va1I;1b1111y subJect lo 
change wllhoul no11c11 We reserve lhe rrght to lln111 Quant11,es 

NOTE Pe�,Tlft"' ,n 'u U mvst ac,omp•ny .,, o,a.,5 c,.c111 CercJ 
C.ompeny c.-,., ,�,., or Monet o,ae, 10, ,mmed,ete stt,pmenr Per1one1 
c httc -� tf#Qu•'ft 110 ro • *19i.S to Clfllt C111lo1n11 ordtt'S ldd 6\o'r'- JIIIJ 
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Getting around faults 
I share with Bob Limberg his an

noyance at th� inflexibility of TI
Writer's formatter [Feedback, June 
1985]. Although I do not know how to 
modify the program to solve its faults, 
I have been able to use the following 
methods to get around them. 

First, the problem of two spaces 
always being printed after a period can 
be solved with TI-Writer's transliterate 
(.TL) function. For instance, if the 
greater than symbol (SHIFT .) is not 
used elsewhere in the text, use . TL 
62:46 to cause the greater than symbol 
to be printed as a period. Then, use the 
greater than symbol in place of the 
period whenever the period is to be 
followed by only one space, as with ab
breviations within sentences. 

As Mr. Limberg noted, the caret, or 
required space character, can be used 
in place of the space after the period to 
prevent a second space from being 
printed. This will, however, link the 
word before the period with the word 
after the period so that the two words 
will not be broken between two 
lines-an undesired effect which can 
detract from the neat appearance of 
fully-justified text. 

In regard to the second problem, the 
program's refusal to hold two spaces 
after a non-space character, typing one 
caret and one space will effectively 
cause two spaces to be printed. (Using 
two carets would cause the two words 
to be linked and treated as one word 
for formatting purposes, causing the 
problem described above.) The only 
drawback to this solution is that if the 
words before and after the caret and 
space are broken between two lines by 
the formatter, the caret will cause one 
space to be printed at the end of the 
line, making the right margin slightly 
uneven. 

Modification of the program would 
certainly be a better solution to these 
problems. Both the Text Editor and 
Text Formatter would require 
modification, though, since the Text 
Editor deletes any trailing spaces on 

each line when saving a file, and the 
Text Formatter creates the problems 
described by Mr. Limberg. 

David J. Stult 

Alta Loma, California 

Questions answered 
[Regarding questions in the June 

1985 Feedback column], in answer to 
Claire Roberts .... I ran into the same 
problem in trying to print more than 80 
characters on my Prowriter, and final
ly found the answer on page 139 of the 
Extended BASIC manual (mentioned 
in passing on page 11 of the TI RS232 
interface card instructions). 

" ... you may specify a maximun 
length of a record by following 
VARIABLE or FIXED with a numeric 
expression. The maximum record is 
dependent on the device uses .... the 
default is 80 for diskettes, 64 for 
cassettes, 80 for the RS232 interface 
and 32 for the thermal printer.'' 

If you know that each line wil� have 
132 characters, you can use fixed 132, 
but if the line length may vary, use 
variable 132, which allows up to 132 
characters on a line. For the parallel 
port, my open statement is: "OPEN 
#1 :PIO, VARIABLE 132" 

Without this, no matter what else 
you do, the computer is telling the 
printer to put only 80 characters on a 
line. 

In answer to Stanley Page's ques
tion, I have had similar problems with 
my console, and have found that 
disassembling the console and cleaning 
the contacts of the cartridge connector 
and the interface cable really helps. 
Use tuner cleaner or video head 
cleaner/degreaser for all the contacts, 
and a pencil eraser can be used to clean 
the contacts that are part of the printed 
circuit board. 

Nick Eckhardt 

Hollister, Florida 

DBM documentation 
In the June 1985 issue of 

MICROpendium I noticed a statement 
ref erring to the Data Base Manage-

ment package from Navarone In
dustries. The article indicated that 
Navarone's initial documentation for 
this package was poor and that a new 
release was available from Navarone 
for an additional charge. I would like 
to clarify this statement for all of your 
readers. Navarone goofed by not hav
ing adequate documentation ready 
when Data Base Management was first 
released. Since our users waste no time 
in letting us know when we do 
something wrong, we started rewriting 
the documentation that same week.

The new documentation is available to 
registered users at NO CHARGE. 
Also, in that same article, the problem 
associated with inputting printer 
specifications qas been corrected in an 
updated version of Data Base Manage

ment. This is also available from 
Navarone for a minimum charge to 
cover media and shipping. Any of 
your readers wishing to update their 
Data Base Management package can 
give us a call (209/533-8349) or write us 
at 19968 El Ray Lane, Sonora, CA 
95370. We'll mail out your update the 
same day. 

Will Hadley 

Director of Marketing 

N avarone Industries 

Brand comparisons 
I thought your readers might enjoy 

the following little programs. I've had 
a lot of fun with these over the years. 
They can certainly get owners of 
"other;, brands disturbed if nothing
else! 

The first program is used to find the 
perfect squares between 1 and 100. As 
we all know, there are 10 of them-1, 
4, 9, 16, 25, 36, 49, 64, 81, 100. For 
the TI, this program presents no 
challenge, BUT try it on some of the 
other well known brands and you 
might get a surprise. 
100 FOR T= 1 TO 100 
110 IF SQR(T)<>INT(SQR(T)) THEN 
130 
120 PRINT T 
130 NEXT T 

(Please turn to Page 12)
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9900 +· FOR THE Tl99/4A 
THE ULTIMATE 

99/4A EXPANSION SYSTEM 
AT A SPECIAL 

INTRODUCTORY PRICE 
FROM TEX.JfCOMP'.. [•• CorComp) 

TEX-COMP, the undisputed leader in supply- COMPLETE 
ing the 99/4A User, has now put together the EXPANSION SYSTEM finest and most complete expansion system 
ever offered for the Tl99/4A. NOTHING ELSE TO BUY! 
• 9900 Expansion Box & Regulated Power Supply (UL Approved)
• 32K Memory Upgrade Adds 32K bytes of Random Access Memory to your

system. 
• Double Sided/Double Density Disk Controller (operates up to 4 drives)
• RS232 Interface Lets you add a wide range of other accessories, such as

printers or telephone modems, one parallel and 2 serial outputs.
• 1 SS/SD Disk Drive Allows you to store and retrieve data on 5¼-inch single-or

doubled-sided flippy diskettes. 
ALL FOR • 1 Disk Drive Case & Regulated Power Supply ·

Handles two ½-height drives easily (UL or LAC Approved) $449 95 
• New Disk Manager with Improved Disk Utlllties • 

• All Cables & Instructions Including a free Tl RS232 Y-Cable. Plus S&H 
For above system with upgrade to 1 OS/DD ½-height TEAC 55B Drive, ADD $24.95 
For above system with upgrade to 2 OS/DD ½-height TEAC 55B Drives, ADD $154.95 

Other Leading TEX-COMP Hardware Values: 
Tl-99/4A Console w/1 _year warranty (add $20 for Black & Silver Model) 
New Star SG-10 Printer w/TI Instructions (replaces Gemini 10X 

same specs but improved letter quality) 
Axiom ParallAx Tl Interface (Directly connects any parallel printer to 99/4A 
Parallel Printer Cable (Heavy duty, Tl approved) 
Cor-Comp RS232 Card (for Tl P-Box) 
Cor-Comp 32K Card (for Tl. P-Box) 
Cor-Comp OS/DD Controller (for Tl P-Box) 
Cor-Como 9900 Svstem with Free RS232-Y Cable 
Cor-Comp Stand Alone RS232 Y-Cable 
NEW Ccir-Comp Stand Alone 32k 
NEW Triple Tech P-Box Card (Clock/Buffer) 
NEW 9900 Clock Stand Alone 
TEAC ½-Height OS/DD Drive NEW LOW PRICE 
Cable & Hardware Kit for up to 2 ½-height Drives (specify P-Box or stand alone) 
TEX-COMP Disk Drive Case & Regulated Power Supply (Heavy duty, fused & 

switched, UL or LAC approved with cable for one drive included) 
Tl Extended Basic with Tl Warranty "The Real Thing" NEW LOW PRICE 
All New Sanyo 13" Color Monitor includes Free Cable (Reg. $14.95) 
Port Expander (Widget by Navarone) NEW LOW PRICE 
Tl Editor/Assembler NEW REDUCED PRICE (Free Widget included 38.95) 
Tl Mini Memory NEW REDUCED PRICE (w/Free Mini Writer I) 
NEW MicroStuffer 64K Printer Buffer works with all Parallel Printers 

Includes extra cable 

79.95 

249.95 
79.95 
24.95 
79.95 
99.95 

159.95 
324.95 
129.95 

99.95 
109.95 

69.95 
129.95 
29.95 

99.95 
49.95 

239.95 
24.95 
19.95 
38.95 

104.95 � I• Iii •I VISA and MASTERCARD SEND ORDER AND MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO 

llliiilll 
. . .  HOLDERSCALLDIRECT. 

TEX ..... COMP' .. 
Texas Instruments 

(818) 366-6631 -.,, 
•JJ ''• flu .. mJ1t .. .irJ l1rJt1,_ PO BOK 33014 - GRANADA HILLS. CA 91344 • 

AUTHORIZED DEALER 
TERMS: All prices F.0.B. Los Angeles. For fastest service use 
cashiers check or money order. Add 3% shipping and handling 
($3.00 minimum). East of Mississippi 41/1 ¾. (Free shipping on all 
software orders over $100.00). Prices and availability subject to 
change without notice. We reserve the right to limit quantllies. 

NOTE: Payment ,n lull must accompany all orders Cred1t-Cerd. 

Company Check or Money Order for ,mmed,ete shipment Personel 

checks requ,re up to 4 weeks to clear Catilorn,a orders edd &\It'll. Hies 

tu 
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FeedbacH 

(Continued from Page 10)

This next one is also quite interesting 
and does a nice job of showing off the 
"power" of the TI99/4A. Most 
everyone has a pocket calculator with a 
X! (factorial) key on it. If you have 
ever played with it at all, you know 
that 69! is the highest value it will com
pute. Well, a computer shouldn't have 
too much trouble with that-or should 
it? Try this next one-again, on your 
TI, then on a friend's competing 
brand. Your friend will be disap
pointed-again! 
lO0 N=l 
110 FOR T= 1 TO 69 
120 N=N*T 
130 PRINT T;N 
140 NEXT T 

Using Extended BASIC's IMAGE 
command, you might like to experi
ment a bit and see what the upper limit 
for the TI is. 

Alan C. Fox 
Regina, Saskatchewan 

From Korea 

Being stationed overseas in the 
Republic of Korea, we do not get the 
chance to find very many good 
magazines that cater to the TI com
puter. Yours is indeed a welcome sight 
to see every month in the mail box. 

In your January 1985 issue on page 
36 you printed a program by James 
Shregardus of Wisconsin. The pro
gram runs the way it appeared in your 
listing; however, it does have two 
minor bugs in it. First, the image state
ment in line 190 should read; 190 IM
AGE ''AVAILABLE = #### USED 
= #### ########''. This provides 
the correct size when you have double
sided, double-density disks. The 
original format would print out • .. for 
any number larger than 999. The next 
error is located in line 320. Towards 
the end of the line you will see 
TYPES(ABS(A(l))) : this is incorrect 
and should read: TYPE$(ABS(A(2))) . 
This was causing a hard-to-notice fault 
in the type of program listed on the 
label. If the type printed on the left 
was an INT /FIX, then the type printed 

on the right came out the same 
regardless if it was or not. I must com
pliment James, however, on a very 
useful program that I have been using 
constantly. 

Glenn D. Knight 

SSgt, USAF 

Power supply 
Soon after I bought my first disk 

drive, I got tired of pushing things out 
of the way to put disks in the drive. I 
-now have two external DS/DD Tan
dons (which are sitting where I can get
at them) and an empty hole in the PEB.
I saw an article in your magazine (May
1985) for a hard disk controller
available from Myarc. Can I put an in
ternal hard disk in the PEB running on
the controller card? I have seen MB
hard disks selling as low as a hundred
dollars. Can the power supply in the
PEB take the load? (I noticed that it is
rated at 115 VAC and 1.25 Amp). If it
cannot, could an IBM replacement
power supply be used? These arc
usually rated from 130 to 160 watts.

Also, I tried the suggestion given in 
"Too much heat" (March 1985). The 
connection in the computer and on the 
power supply did not mate, so I had to 
make a short four-wire connection, but 
everything worked OK -(at least for a 
while). After several hours of opera
tion (with no coffee warmer!) the com
puter quit. I was in a panic, but I re
installed the original power supply only 
to find everything was OK. The -5 V 
circuit on the new card had burned out. 
Let everybody know that if the com
puter fails with the new power supply, 
it may just be the new power supply 
itself. 

Robert L. Abematby 
Mesilla Park, New Mexico 

We are not aware of a Winchester 
drive designed to fit the PEB. TI usen 
are clever, however, and such an ap
plication may have been made. We 
recommend purchasing a bard disk 

drive with Its own power supply and in
terfacing It with a controller card In the 
conventional way. � Winchester drive 
with power supply takes up about u 
much room as two fu l l-height 
5.25-lnch floppy drives. It  Is doubtful 
that the power supply In the PEB could 
handle the power requirements of a 
Winchester .-Ed. 

Zyolog boards 

As I saw your article "Touring the 
Boards," by Ron Albright (March 
1985), I thought I might tell you about 
another kind of TI BBS system. They 
arc called the Zyolog boards, written 
by Bryan A. Willcutt. Zyolog I is run 

by Bryan Wilcutt on a 10-megabytc 
hard drive. It totals to have 12 
megabytes! All the Zyolog systems 
have a wide variety of info files and 
message bases. They all feature TEii 
transfers, graphics, speech and music 
while you are using the BBS! 

As of now there are three Zyolog 
boards: 
Zyolog I, (808) 536-0998, 12 
megabytes; $ys<>p-Bryan Wilcutt, 
Honolulu, Hawaii 
Zyolog II, (714) 669-9242, one 
megabyte; sysop-Matt Petty, Irvine, 
California 
Zyolog III (305) 834-2530, two 
megabytes; sysop-Blaine Richard, 
Fern Park, Florida 

I think there might be two more on 
the rise but I am not sure at this point. 

Matt Petty 
Tustin, California 

The Feedback column is for readers. It is 

a forum to communicate with other read

ers. The editor will condense excessively 

lengthy submissions where necessary. We 

ask that writers restrict themselves to one 

subject for the sake of simplicity. Ouc only 

requirement is that items be of interest to 

persons who use the Tl99/4A home compu

ter. Mail Feedback items to: MICROpen

dium, P.O. Box 1343, Round Rock, TX 

78680. 
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..f is . TEX-COMP PROUDLY PRESENTS · 
� The Second Generation Version of TI-WRITER: 
...,,_noouu• 

99-WRITER II $199
s

Tex-Comp now offers a totally n·ew version of Tl-Writer with all the features of the original 
TI-Writer plus the TI upgrades and a new improved character set and a whole new easy to 
follow manual. Extended Basic, Editor/ Assembler or Mini-Memorv loadina. and both series 
and parallel support. Available only from Tex-Comp at $19.95 + S&H 
SPECIAL: With order for 99-Writer II, you can purchase Auto Spell (new version 1.1) for 

only $24.95 (Reg. $34.95) 

SPECIAL OFFER -Free Widget with Editor/ Assembler 
Buy a genuine TI Editor/ Assembler at the regular price of $38. 95, and we will include the 
Navarone "Widget" cartridge Expander (a $29.95 value) FREE.

WIMIT � $38.95 + S&H

-�

Editor I Assembler Alone $ l 9 • 
95

-SPECIAL OFFER-FREE MINI-WRITER I
When you buy a Tl Mini-Memory at the new low price of $38. 951 

MINI-WRITER I MINI MEMORY 

A "mini" word processing program. Requires cassette 
recorder arid Tl Mini-Memory Module. Full screen text 
editing. 24 x 40 character "window." 9500 characters per 
file, moveable copy, save on cassete or disk, fully compati
ble with all direct connect printers such as Axiom. A low 
cost word processing system with professional features! 

This software cartridge adds memory to your system. Totals 
14K of memory (6K of GROM. 4K of ROM, 4K of RAM) 
Mini Memory includes a built-in battery, permitting pro
grams and data stored in RAM to be retained even if 
module is removed from console. 

Notice: Mini Writer upgrade. 

The new Mini Writer Version I 

is available to original pur

chasers for 9.95 with return 

of original documentation. 

-�=���
-��·.��-�;.�

TWO FREE Emulator programs with your ·Modem Purchase! 
Buy the MARK Ill Modem at $ 94. 95 pp 

300 Baud Optional power supply $10. 95 pp 
OR the VOLKSMODEM XII with 99/4A Cable at $229.95 pp 

0Q, 
300-1200 Baud Modem complete with cable 

�"
0
-:<'ov:

both the TE-II module AND the new TE-IV+ (a $30 value) at NO EXTRA COST!

Q, 
J.� TE-IV+ is the all new super terminal emulator program from TEX-COMP. Supports all 

� Baud Rates and can dump to printer or computer. Built-in Buffer. Super fast and easy to 
use-from STAR SOFT, the creator of the Nibbler. The best 300/ 1200 Baud emulator pro
gram available. 

TEIV + Available separately at $1995

SPECIAL: Compuserve starter kit & 5 Free Hours $1995 pp 
SPECIAL- Source and TEXNET Subscription ONLY $2995 with any modem 

(savings coupon included with modem.) 

VISA and MASTERCARD 
HOLDERS CALL DIRECT 

SEND OAOER AHO MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO Texas Instruments 

(818) 366-6631

TERMS: All prices F.O.B. Los Angeles. For fastest service use 
cashiers check or money order. Add 3¾ shipping and handling 
($3.00 minimum). East of Mississippi 4 •;, ¾. (Free shipping on all 
software orders over $100.00). Prices and availability subject to 
change without notice We reserve the right to limit quantities. 

TEX.If COMP,. 
PO BOX lJ0S• - GRANADA HILLS. CA 91344 

AUTHORIZED DEALER 

NOTE: Payment in lull must accompany all orders Cred,t-Card. 

Company Check or Money Order for ,mmed,ate sfupment Personal 

checks requ1re up to .f weeks to clear. Caldorn,a orders add 6 """"- sates 

ta, 
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Home computer slump reflected 
at Consumer Electronics Show 

By DAVE WAKELY 

As a TI computer user living in the 
Chicago area, I have had the oppor
tunity to attend the past three Con
sumer Electronics Shows. 

This annual event is the counterpart 
to the winter show usually held in Las 
Vegas in January, and both are design
ed to allow the electronics manufac
turers to exhibit their new wares to the 
network of electronics retailers and to 
the press. 

For the past several years, the per
sonal computer exhibitors at the CES 
have been housed in a building apart 
from the video, audio and other elec
tronic gadgets which could be found in 
Chicago's giant McCormick Place, the 
exposition and trade show center 
located just south of the loop. Over 
these years one of the largest exhibits 
has belonged to Texas Instruments. 
This year, however, TI chose to set up 
a display only in the main hall, show
ing mostly calculators and educational 
aids such as "Speak and Spell." 

Many other changes could be 
observed in Donnelly Hall, the per
sonal computer "wing" of the CES. 
Reflecting the well-documented slump 
in the home computer industry, the 
number and size of nearly all displays 
was noticeable reduced this'year. Gone 
were ·such former CES newsmaker as 
Coleco, which had some time ago an
nounced the demise of its Adam home 
computer, and both Timex and Mattel, 
whose computers have also become 
shakeout casualties. The long
threatened Japanese invasion of inter
changeable MSX machines once again 
did not materialize, but now amid talk 
that the right time for such a takeover 
of the market has long since passed, 
and may, in fact, never occur. The air 
also seemed filled with talk that if IBM 

can't make it in the home market (a 
reference to the newly defunct PCjr), 
who can? In past years the home com
puter exhibits have filled all three levels 
of Donnelly Hall, but this year at least 
half of the basement level was taken by 
the booming home video market, 
where "PG," "R" and even 
"X"-rated videotapes were on display 
for the VCR rental market. 

Among software vendors, Broder
bund "downsized" its display con
siderable from previous years, while 
both Infocom and CBS software chose 
not to exhibit at all. Perhaps reflecting 
the year-long slump in home computer 
hardware and software sales, the 
energy level in the home computer sec
tion seemed to this reporter to be also 
noticeably reduced. For example, 
largely missing were the traditional 
signs of hucksterism such as the scanti-
ly clad females who used to lure 
customers to the exhibits of software 
houses such as Datamost. 

The long-rumored TI-compatible 
computer which was reportedly ready 
to make its debut at this CES was a no
show. According to information cir
culated to TI user groups and others by 
Ryte Data of Ontario, Canada, and 
reported in previous issues of 
MICROpendium, an unnamed hard
ware manufacturer had completed 
preliminary work on · an improved 
home computer which is 100 percent 
compatible with the 99/4A. Some 
have claimed that Myarc Inc. of Bask
ing Ridge, New Jersey, is the manufac
turer, but Myarc has never confirmed 
this. The few individuals at the CES 
who were familiar with the TI denied 
any knowledge of such a new machine. 
One rumor circulating among TI users 
at the show had it that Myarc would be 
demonstrating the new computer at the 

Navarone Industries booth, but Chuck 
Humphrey, Navarone president, 
denied this. 
· Gone from this year's show were

Romox, the company which had pro
mised reprogrammable TI cartridges, 
but which instead has reportedly gone 
under, and Databar, which briefly 
brought out the OSCAR bar code 
reader.· Personal Peripherals Inc., 
manufacturer of the popular Super 
Sketch drawing pad, also did not ex
hibit this year. 

Many reasons may exist for the col
lapse of consumer interest in home 
computers, with some industry 
observers noting the public perception 
that they still presume too much 
knowledge on the part of the user, and 
that the range of applications is too 
limited, considering the cost. This 
show gave evidence, however, that the 
consumer electronics industry is cer
tainly more than just computers. Cur
rently generating the most interest is 
home video. The VCR manufacturers 
all featured large displays of the newest 
models, with industry estimates of 
home market "penetration" of up to 
25 percent. VCR "peripherals" such 
as cameras, camcorders and mini
cameras are all setting the type of sales 

· records which home computer
peripherals did in 1982 and 1983.
Several industry sources were quoted
during the show as predicting color TV
sales once again to top 16 million units
for the year. By contrast, some recent
surveys reported in Computer Soft
ware News (an industry trade
magazine), noted that about eight per
cent of consumers contacted indicated
the intention to purchase a home com
puter in the near future. This is down
from about 14 percent in January
1984. These surveys also showed an ac-

(Please turn to Page 16) 
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Tex-Comp & Navarone NA\AROtE 
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��,c� r ii!�:aid 
Unlocks the secrets of the disk and lets you access hidden or "lost" Information.• See important module notice below. 

0UPER
�DUPER 
Safeguards masters fast. • See important module notice below. 

� PEED 
1.JREADING 

24 95 
postpaid 

24 95 
postpaid 

improves reading speed and comprehension. Versions for children, teens, and adults. Cartridge Software, no extra 
equipment required. 

Version A for teens and adults. Version B for children 8 through 13. • See important module notice below. 

uOMEWORK
.!. .:. HELPER 2995 

postpaid 

Makes homework fun, develops basic computer skills. DISK DRIVE REQUIRED. 'See important module notice below. 

roNSOLE
� WRITER 2495 

postpaid 

Turns your console Into a word processor without disk-drive memory. With just your console, a printer and this unique car
tridge program you can begin word processing today. Features include a full screen text editor that lets you Insert and Delete 
characters and complete lines. The program is extremely easy to use yet powerful enough to handle most home word processing 
applications. • See important module notice below 

�ATABASE 
i1MANAGER 54 95 

postpaid 

A customized transaction, filing and reporting system for the small business with new Improved manual. This com
prehensive program controls customer activity, organizes inventory, and tracts business transactions. It allows you to develop and 
organize your files, design your own screens, customize data entry and index information by multiple keys. A powerful sort utility will 
organize entire disk files in any sequence by up to six keys. The Navarone Data Base Management System (DBMS) is a series of pro
grams modules designed to provide powerful yet low cost Data Base Management capabilities for the TI-99 / 4A Home computer. This 
series of programs are written entirely in Assembly language in order to exercise the full power of your 16 bit computer. The Navarone 
Data Base Management System is the most powerful data base system available on the Tl-99/4A home computer. You can create 
data bases with up to 25 fields with 32000 records. (record size is limited to 255 bytes). Use the Data Base Management system to 
keep track of inventory, customer files, or stamp collections. DISK DRIVE REQUIRED. •see important module notice below. 

'i":AINT i.: 

'N PRINT 3495 
postpaid 

Create works of art by using the full color palate of your computer and the 32 different brushes available on PAINT N' PRINT. Special 
features allow you to magnify small sections of your picture for detail painting and move sections of your painting anywhere on the 
screen. • See important module notice below. 

Print hard copies on your color printer or just save on a cassette or disk. Requires joystick or Rollerball controller and printer (See 
note). 

NOTE: This program is compatible as sold with the Axiom GPIO0, GP550, or GP700 color printer. For compatibility with other dot 
matrix printers, including Star & Epson, an additional expanded graphics disk is required at $19.95. 

IMPORTANT NOTE: Module programs will not run on 1983 V2.2 Consoles. 

Check your title screen for compatibility. 

Astrology-Horoscope Maker 
Music Editor 
Sprite Editor 

Disk drive required $19. 95 postpaid 

Disk drive required $19.95 postpaid 

Disk drive req':'ired $19.95 postpaid. 

Hidden Powers of Disk Fixer A comprehensive 50-page book. $9.95 postpaid. 

-fAiiilil.&.� 
VISA and.MASTERCARD 

HOLDERS CALL DIRECT 

SEND OAOER ANO MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO 
T c:xas I nstrumcnts 

(818) 366-6631

TERMS: All prices F 0.8. Los Angeles. For fastest service use 
cashiers check or money order Add 3% shipping and handling 
($3.00 minimum). East of Miss1ssipp1 4 'I,¾. (Free shipping on all 
software orders over $100.00). Pnces and availability subject to 
change without notice We reserve the right 10 limit quanllties 

TEX .If COMP,. 
PO 80l 31014 - GRANADA HILLS CA 91 JU ♦ 

AUH<ORIZEO OEAlfr 

NOTE: Payment ,n full must accompany all orders Cr•d,t·Cerd. 

Company Crieclc or Money Order for 1mmec1,ate shipment Personal 

cnecks requ,re up to 4 wee.ks ro Clea, Caldorn,e orders add 6 i.,,,,, sales 

, .. 
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SOME HOPE SHOWN FOR Tl-USERS-

(Continued from Page 14) 
tual reduction in the installed base of 
home computers, with about 10 per
cent of households reporting owning a 
home computer in February of 1984, 
while by December of the same year 
the number had shrunk to only seven 
percent. One explanation for this is 
that some owners had just "forgotten" 
about their computer since it had been 
retired to the closet. The authors of the 
survey noted that this agrees with 
estimates by Infoworld Magazine that 
up to half of all home computers have 
been put away by purchasers. 

In consumer audio the big sellers are 
the new compact disk players. Several 
manufacturers, almost all Japanese 
firms, were showing CDs with a sug
gested retail price of about $300. These 
players, which noticeable increase the 
quality of audio recordings, are even 
beginning to appear in the portable 

• I •  t • • .  • • • 

. - . . . . . . . . . 

. . .. . . - . . .  ' -
. . , . . . - . .  -
. -

"boom boxes" and in car stereo 
systems. In all, the CES organizers 
reported that more than 1,300 ex
hibitors had registered for this show, 
and attendance was expected to exceed 
the record of approximately 100,000 
persons. 

Now that this article has presented 
the ''downside'' of the home computer 
popularity slide, can anything of en
couragement be said to the 99/4A 
user? There were a few TI consoles in 
evidence at the CES, exactly three of 
which I managed to find. Keystone 
Distributing Company, a computer 
wholesaler which supplies many of the 
advertisers in this publication, set up a 
large booth showing several TI 
systems. The previously mentioned 
Navarone Industries, perhaps best 
known for its "Widget" cartridge ex
pander, was showing its line of TI 
modules, including the new Paint 'N 
Print, a program which rivals the 

Super Sketch in drawing capability. TI 
users seemed to congregat� around the 
Navarone exhibit each day, apparently 
due to the Myarc rumors, and their 
staff should be commended on their 
patience in answering questions which 
often had nothing to do -with their pro
ducts. 

Competition Pro, a division of Coin 
Controls Inc., was ·exhibiting a line of 
joysticks for a variety of computers, 
including the TI. They had Parsec run
ning on a somewhat beat-up old 4A 
console which was missing its silver 
trim. 

Among computer publications of in
terest to the TI user, Compute! 
magazine, still featuring some 99/4A 
material, was in attendance, as was 
Computer Shopper, a tabloid-looking 
monthly which f eatur�s a TI column by 
Randy Holcomb, sysop of the TI 
Forum on Compuserve. 

(Please tum to Page 18) 
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i THE IB i 
• • 
• • 

i. CARD I • lilililf.llM • 
• • 

: HOW TO DOUBLE THE CAPACITY : 
: OF A SINGLE-SIDED ! 
: 5.25 IN. SOFT SECTORED DISK. :
• • 

: FOR ALL SINGLE-SIDED DISK DRIVES : 
: Enjoy the advantages and convenience of : 
• • 

: using the other side of your single-sided diskettes. : 
: With the IQ Card you will be able to use both : 
: sides of the single-sided floppy disks you now : 
• • 

INTEGRATED HOME DATA MANAGER with WINDOWS, 

ON SCREEN CALCULATOR, and CALENDAR. 
: have; plus all the ones you will buy in the : 
: future. : 

HOME CHECKBOOK maintains multiple accounts 

for quick and easy analysis. 

HOME ADDRESSBOOK up to 200 records of 

mailing data with search and label options. 

HOME INVENTORY provides valuable property 

information recall and analysis. 

AVAILABLE ON DISK ONLY ••• $29.95 

CHECK/MONEY ORDER + $2.00 SHIPPING. 

NEW YORK RESIDENTS ADD SALES TAX. 

l'JWt-JsoFTWARE 

: SEND FOR YOURS TODAY ! 
• •

: The IQ Card will be on its way to you by : 
: first class mail the same day that we receive : 
: your order. Send check or money order for : 
• • 

: $9.50 to: : 
: THE IQ CARD ! 
: 127 HAVEN AVENUE SOUTH ! 
• •

: RONKONKOMA, N.Y. 11779 : 
! (New York State residents, add sales tax.) : 

: Division of: Pat. Pend. : 

: BUlll)(!G HINGE CO. i 
. . 

. 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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America's Number One Tl computer retailer 

Expand your TI �99 I 4A Home Computer 
with a NEW & Exciting Card 

for the TI. Peripheral Expansion_ Box 

TRIPLE TECH 
From [ii CarCamp ]

• 

Special 
Introductory

Price 

1 CLOCK/CALENDAR: Provides real time: YEAR, MONTH, DATE, DAY OF THE 
• WEEK, HOURS, MINUTES AND SECONDS. The Clock/Calendar will feature a crystal

controlled oscillator accurate to .0020Jo and battery back-up so that the clock calendar will still 
operate for over six months even with power turned off. 
The Clock Calendar can easily be accessed through either TI Basic or TI Extended Basic. This 
makes the CorComp Clock/Calendar portion of TRIPLE TECH ideal for bulletin board systems, 
computerized time management and the computing of the .hobbyists. 
2 64K PRINTER BUFFER: The Buffer is virtually compatible with any printer and requires 

• no user modification of software-it installs easily, in ·seconds. Includes 64k Memory,
Copy Function for immediate duplication of print-out and Clear Function to empty buffer. 3 SPEECH SYNTHESIZER CONNECTION: Now you can place your TI Speech Synthesizer 

• board into your TI Peripheral Box. You simply remove the TI Speech Synthesizer board
from its housing and plug on to TRIPLE TECH! 
TRIPLE TECH will allow you normal use of your TI Speech Synthesizer while eliminating the 
need for the external box plugged into the side of your console. 

ALSO 
For those of you without TI Expansion Boxes: 
The NEW 9900 Stand Alone Clock. Contains Clock with all features above plus load/interrupt 
switch for exciting screen dump programs. Interfaces with all TI and CorCorrip Stand Alones 
iocluding 9900 SyStem. Introductory Off er $699S

SEND ORDER AND MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO: 

eJJ TEX..lfCOMP .• -� .... !EEJ ��": 
P.O. BOX 33064-GRANADA HILLS. CA 91344 

(l1S) 3�1 

NOTE: 

Payment In lull must accompany all orders. Credit Card, Company 
Check or Money Order for Immediate shipment. Personal checks re
Quire up to 4 weeks to clear. California orders add 6'/,¾ sales tax. 

CIC 
All prices reflect a 3¾ discount 
for cash. Add 3% II paying by 
Credit Card. 

·coNTINENTAL us ONLY 

When In the Los Angeles area visit our modern warehouse outlet store 
where you can purchase all Tl Items at our regular discount prices. Call 
for location & hours! 

Send $2.00 for our new 99/4A 30-page catalog & buyer's guide. 
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CES-

(Continued from Page 16) 

Those home computer manufac

turers who have survived the crisis so 

far have attempted to sustain the 

market with some new machines. 

Much in evidence at the show was the 

new Commodore 128, a successor to 

the popular Commodore 64. This pro

duct is being marketed as three com

puters in one. It features complete 

compatibility with the older 64 when in 

C64 mode, using a 6510-compatible 

microprocessor, and can also run new 

applications in C128 mode, using an 

8502 processor, 48K ROM, a new 

BASIC and support for ROB monitor 

output. The machine also supports 

CP /M via yet another built-in 

microprocessor, this one a 2.04 MHz 

Z80A. Many software developers had 

their products running on this 

machine. Commodore has generated 

much news in the past six months, 

(Please turn to Page 20) 

Myarc announces XBIV 
On Tuesday afternoon of the four-day show, some unexpected news for 

TI users finally appeared at the Navarone table. A single sheet, carrying the 

Myarc Inc. logo, announced the upcoming release of "Extended BASIC, 

Level IV." 

The somewhat fuzzy picture of what appeared to be a command module 

was accompanied by a description of a "128K operating system" which is 

100 percent compatible with TI Extended BASIC and features windowing, 

40-character text display, up to three times the speed of Extended BASIC,

graphics commands such as draw, circle, fill and rectangle, improved error

handling routines and integer variables.

Also described was a 32/128K memory expansion and a RAM-disk card 

which apparently may be purchased as a 32K card, allowing the user to 

upgrade to RAM-disk later. 

MICROpendium has since learned that the new Extended BASIC car

tridge, which Myarc's Lou Phillips referred to as Extended BASIC II, will be 

shipped in July and will carry a suggested retail price of $84.95. However, 

operation of the cartridge requires use of Myarc's 128K card. The cartridge 

comes with a diskette. 

Phillips notes that Myarc will be announcing the release of another pro

duct later this summer. 

Do you remember . . . 
what computers were SUPPOSED to do for you? 
They'd make life easier, by making it easy to do what you need to do. More productive, by mak
ing big projects look small. More fulfilling, by increasing your ability to express your ideas. All 
this, and in a natural, comfortable, enjoyable way. 
There is a word processor for the Tl which fulfills all of these promises. 

It's called COMPANION. 

Not CONCEPT-WRITER, even though it encourages you to deal with your text on a conceptual, 

rather than secretarial, basis. Not SPEED-DEMON-WRITER, even though it's far faster than Tl
Writer {in fact, it's far faster than anything running on the Tl or the Commodore, or the IBM, or the 
Macintosh). Not BELLS-AND-WHISTLES-WRITER, even though it has features (like "count" and 
eight complete sets of horizontal tabs) not found on any other word processor. 

Just COMPANION, because when you're putting your ideas on paper you want a companion, not 

an adversary. 

Diskette $79. 95 I NTELPRO (514) 656-8798

5825 Baillargeon St. Brossard, Quebec, Canada J4Z 1T1 
WRITE or PHONE for our free B-page broch_urel I I 
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TEX .a,coMP�roudly lntroduce5 
America'• Number One Tl computer retailer 
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A NEW AND EXCITING SOFTWARE PACKAGE 

FOR THE Tl-99/4A* 

Banner�99 , an all new software package that lets you create your own banners, signs and 
bumper stickers with any Tl compatible printer-dot matrix or daisy wheel. 

Now for the Tl-99/4A, a banner program that produces professional results. Use this ex
citing all new program at home, club, business and religious or fraternal organizations to 
create new excitement. 

Use it to welcome or bid farewell, to recognize birthdays, anniversaries and special occa
sions, to announce picnics, meetings and parties. 

In addition to a standard large smooth bold alphabet and number set, Banner-99 also in
cludes a set of custom characters to add additional interest and excitement to your ban
ners, signs and bumper stickers. For example, a heart is included to make the famous "I • 
my __ " signs, a Cross and a Star of David are included for religious holidays and 
special observances. Use this software to start your own business making banners. 

Easy-to-follow instructions are included so you can immediately start turning out beautiful 
banners, signs and bumper stickers. Just put in the disk and type your message using any 
symbols on your keyboard, and a special custom graphics. Presto! An instant banner 
emerges from your printer! 

Examples �f banners and signs you can make with Banner-99
-
. __ ___ 

" 

This program requires a Tl-99/4A with disk drive, 32K memor , Extended 
Basic. and printer. 

Look to TEX-COMP-"The Leader of the Pack" for more new and exciting products for your Tl-99/4A. 

*DEVELOPED EXCLUSIVELY FOR TEX-COMP BY GREAT LAKES SOFTWARE 

VIM I !l_____ ·· · . VISA ertd MASTERCARD 
HCX.DERS CAL.L DIRECT. 

NIIO OIIIDftl ANO MAKI CNICKI ,-Hdll TO 
Tew lnstnaneaa 

L -- .J (818) 3H-H31

24 Hour Order Line 

TEAMS: All ptlcn F.0.8. Loi Ana-1e1. Fo, 1111111 .. ,.,c, UH 
calhlerl Chee►. or money o,o.r. Add 3-,,. lhlpplng and hlndllng 
('3.00 ,, ,r11mum1. Ea11 01 MI11I11IppI "v. .,,_. cFree 1t1lppIng on all 
■oflwwe OfOlrl 0¥9f 1100.001. Price• and ... uablllty IUl>IKI 10 
change wllhOut notice We, ... ,..,. the right to llmll quan1I1111. 

TEX .Jf COMP, . 
,- 0 101 ,,,.. - G .. AIIADA NIU.I. CA 11JU 

AUTMOlllllD O.AL.111 
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SOFTWARE RUN ON VARIOUS MACHINES-· 

(Continued from Page 18) 

beginning with the departure of 
founder Jack Tramiel in January. 
Despite reports of near dominance of 
the home market, Commodore recent
ly reported losses of $20.8 million in 
the quarter ended March 31, but hopes 
to return to profitability by early 1986. 

Talk at the show suggested that some 
of the trouble at Commodore may be 
reflected in their failure to bring to the 
CBS the Macintosh-like Amiga com
puter which they had previously an
noµnced. 

Atari, dumped by Warner Com
munications . and purchased by Jack 

EXTENDED .BUSINESS.
GRAPHSI 

[ 

A 

A B C D E f 

The latest business and chart utility 
available for the Tl-99/4aH Allows 
users to input and grapb any set of data 
or statistics. Features BARG.RAPHS� 
PIE CHARTS, LINEAR GRAPHS, and THREE 
DIMENSIONAL CHARTS all in one packagel 
Graphs can be saved to disk for later use 
and printed with any dot matriz printer
(Epson

,, 
Gemini, Tl, Pro-Writer, Amom,,etc;) 

No need to buy estra plotter programsll 
Great for business, bome or scbooHII 
Requir.es Ezt. Basic, 32k, and one disk 
drive ............................ $2 4. 95 p·osTPAID. 

ctlll[EA ,r lLAlZlEB 8(0)(Fnt/ AlllE 
804 E. Grand River Avenue 

Howell
,, 

M1 48643 

��Oif
l

E IFM IF�[EfE �ATAll.MO 

Tramiel, had announced just prior to 
show time that they would not be ex
hibiting at this CBS. As it turned out, 
however, Atari displayed several of the 
new ST line of computers in a small 
meeting room which was constantly 
jammed during the show. This 
machine is so similar in concept to the 
new Apple that it has been dubbed the 
"Jackintosh." It was impossible to get 
far enough into the room to see one, 

however. 
While both the Commodore Amiga 

and Atari ST machines are often 
described as the future of home com
puters, many software vendors at the 
CBS were displaying their wares on 
IBM PCs, jrs, Apple Iles, Iles and 
Macintoshes. It should be noted that 
IBM and Apple have not exhibited at 
CBS, preferring to pitch their products 
to the business user. Some industry 
sources have been quoted as saying 
that the home computer market may 
not become viable again until these 
powerful new machines achieve a cer
tain market segment, and this is ex
pected to take a minimum of two to 

three years. Then home computer 
users can expect to see enhancements 
such as 500-MByte read, write and 
erase compact disk players used as data 
storage devices, and, as some have 
ominously stated, probably in a system 
which is Japanese-designed. 

Banner 99 

Banner 99 is a new program offered 
by Great Lakes Software, produced ex
clusively for Tex•Comp of California. 

The program, which retails for 
$19.95, will produce banners and 
bumper stickers and works with both 
dot matrix and daisy wheel printers, 
according to Jerry Price of Tex-Comp. 

Included in the program are a 
number of holiday designs and 
religious symbols. 

For further information, contact 
Tex-Comp, P.O. Box 33084, Granada 
Hills, CA 91344. 
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TEXJJCOMP .. 
Americas Number, One Tl computer retailer 

PRESENTS 

AN EXCITING STRATEGY GAME FOR THE 
Tl-99/4A 

WITH COLOR GRAPHICS FOR 1-4 PLAYERS 

from 

ADVENTURE INTERNATIONAL 
& 

SCOTT ADAMS 

The Creators of the 
Tl Adventure Series 

Enter the intriguing world of high finance where even the 
sturdiest of corporate empires can dissolve as quickly as 
they're built. AIRLINE is a no-holds-barred strategy game. 

The object is to construct a sizable empire while competing 
against human and/or computerized opponents. Players 
purchase landing rights from any one of 36 major U.S. cities, 
buy planes and then station them on routes that will max
imize their revenue from fares. And unlike many strategy 
games, the outcome of AIRLINE is solely determined by 
your playing skills. 

Specify cassette or disk. Tl Extended Basic required for 
both versions. 

Through special arrangement with 
Scott Adams, Inc., Tex-Comp is able to 

95 
offer this exciting strategy game for only s4 + s&H·
Look to TEX-COMP- "The Leader of the Pack" for more new and exciting products for your Tl-99/4A. 

• Add $1.95 S&H if not ordered with additional items. 

VISA and MASTERCARD NIIO CHIOUI AND MHI CMICU l"Hdl.l TO 
Tcuslnsuwncnu 

HCXDERS CALL DIRECT. 

(111) 3H-H31

24 Hour Order Line 

TUIMI: Ate p,lcet ,.0.1. Loi Angete1. ,Of la11e11 Mme• uN 
cat1i.1 CMC� Of mone, o,o.r. AOd 3% ■hipping and handling 
Cl3.GO ,,i"'""""'· E .. t ol MIHIHlppl 0\'11,,, cF, .. ■hipping on all 
'°" ... Ofderl over 1100.00,. PrlCel and ·••ll1bl11t, aubjec:t to 
,,..,,.. wtthout notice We ,. .. ,.. ,,.. rlgl'lt to llmll quantttlH. 

TEX.COMP'· 
I" 0 •01 UN• - OIIIAIIAOA NIU.I. CA ttkt 

AUTNOfllllO DIM.ltll 

NOTI: �t,me111 '" ,.,,, "'"" tee_,_,,,, tH ,, • .,,. CrN#•C�. 
COM,-e11, Clleea o, Mo,tep o,.,._ fO# _.,.,_ ,......... ,._,...., 
e11eea1 '"""· .,,_ 10 f ...... ,0 e,.., cer,,v,,., • .,.,.,, edd .,., ..... 
,.. 

SPECIFY DISK OR CASSETTE VERSION 
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Programming SUPER CARTridge 
users new opportunities 

• 

gives 
[Editor's Note: For information on 

creating the SUPER CARTridge, see 

John Clulow's article in our June 

issue.] 

for SUPER CART use are: 
1. Move DEFinition statements to

the beginning of the program. 
2. Absolute ORGin the program at

)6000. By DA YID R. ROMER 

You can alter assembly language 
software so that it may be run out of 
your RAM chip enhanced 
Editor I Assembler cartridge (SUPER 
CART) as a powerup menu selection. 

3. Substitute stand-alone routines
for external REFerences to cartridge 
utilities. 

4. Add the CARTRIDDGE
HEADER to the source code so the 
powerup routine will place your pro
gram on the menu screen. 

Using information in this article, in 
essence you will be able to create your 
own cartridge, containing your own 
programs, runnable at the press of a 
single key. 

To take a closer look at these steps 
let's examine the following example 
program called TEST. If you enter, 
assemble and load program TEST into The basic steps to convert software 

*************************** 

* SUPER CART TEST PROGRAM * 
*************************** 

2 
�· 

4 

5 
6 
7 

8 
9 MNULNK 

DEF TEST 
AORG >6000 
DATA >AAOl 
DATA 0 
DATA 0 
DATA MNULNK 
DATA 0 
DATA 0 
DATA 0 

10 DATA ENTRY pointer- to 
11 BYTE >09 

12 TEXT 'MENU TEST' 

13 ENTRY B :ilTEST 
*************************** 

14 WS BSS �� 

15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

21 

MASK 

MSG 

TEST 

DATA 

TEXT 

LWPI 
LI 

LI 

LI 

BL 

>4000 

'MENU 
ws 

R0,263 
Rl,MSG 
-R2, 1 7 

@VMBW 

TEST PROGRAM' 

*************************** 

22 LI R1,>0A 
23 LOOP LI RO,>FFFF 
24 LOOP1 DEC RO 
25 JNE LOOPl 
26 DEC Rl 
27 JNE LOOP 

*************************** 

28 LWPI >B3EO 
29 BLWP @>0000 

*************************** 

30 VMBW SOC @MASK,RO 
31 SWPB RO 

32 MOVB R0,@)8C02 
33 SWPB RO 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 

WLP 

MOVB 
NOP 
MOVB 

DEC 
JNE 
B 
END 

RO,@>BC02 

*Rl+,a>>BCOO
R2 
WLP 
*R11 

define label TEST as pr-ogr-am name 
absolute code atar-ting at >6000 
star-t of CARTRIDGE HEADER,value >AAOl 
must be at addr-ess )6000 

pointer- to fir-st menu table entr-y 

1st menu table entr-y, DATA O = single entr-y 
star-t of pr-dgr-am 

length of text to be displ
1
ayed on menu scr-n 

actual menu text to be displayed 

br-anch to �tar-t o� pr-ogr-am 

scr-een location for- display 

pointer- to text to be displayed 

1 ength of text 

go display it 

delay loop while text is on scr-een 

load GPL wor-kspace 
br-anch to color- bar- scr-een 

stand alone VDP multiple byte wr-ite r-outine 

your SUPER CART, selection 3 on the 
menu screen should say "MENU 
TEST". When 3 is pressed, the screen 
will clear and the text "MENU TEST 
PROGRAM'' will be displayed briefly, 
followed by a return to the color bar 
screen. 

Line 1 is the usual DEF statement 
setting the entry point or point� to the 
program. DEF statements do not have 
to be at the beginning of a program as 
long as they precede the first reference 
to the DEF label. However, since the 
first reference to the entry poin_t in our 
SUPER CART software will be in the 
CARTRIDGE HEADER, line 13 in 
TEST, it will be necessary to place the 
DEF statement first in the program. 

Any external REFerences to utility 
routines must be removed from the 
program. Since there is no CALL IN
IT sequence prior to executing the car
tridge program, utilities such as 
VMBW, KSCAN, DSRLNK, etc., are 
not available to your SUPER CART 
program. In a third article I will 
describe a routine that will make the 
cartridge utilities available to your 
SUPER CART program. Likewise, a

program originally written to run from 
Mini-Memory will reference those 
utilities through EQU statements. 
Those EQUates must be removed from 
the source code. Since we are not in 
the Mini-Memory environment these 
routines do not exist at the EQU ad
dresses. If the utilities are required · in 
your SUPER CART program then 
stand-alone routines ·must be added to 
the source code. In our example pro
gram lines 30 to 39 are a stand-alone 
Multiple Byte Write routine used to 
display the text line 16 on the screen. 

The 8K RAM chip you added to 
your El A cartridge uses memory ad
dresses >6000 to >7FFF. While a car
tridge program could __ be located 

(Please turn to Page 24) 



All From 

QUALITY 99 

SOFTWARE!! 

BE AN ARTIST! 

Draw 'N PlotTM

As Reviewed in Micropendium, May '85 

Rated "A" in Performance! 
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Create and print drawings, graphs, designs and illustrations. Draw any image 
on the screen with pixel accuracy and assembly language speed! The only limita
tion is your imagination! Simple enough for children - powerful enough for ex
perts. Uses bit-map mode. You can mix text and graphics, set background color 

Created With Draw 'N Plot 

and line color, draw circles, FILL, ERASE. Save your creation to disk. Print on an Epson or Star compatible printer. You can even 
plot your data and equations on the screen or a printer with 8 plotting commands. Menu driven. Requires 32K, Ext. BASIC, joystick. 

32582 Disk 

Data Base 99 TM

· 
Sug. Retail $39.95 

LOSE YOUR DISK MGR? STUCK WITH DISK MGR. I? 

Disk Manager Ill TM

$34.95 

Now you can have all the most frequently used Disk Manager commands and functions always 

in memory, ready for instant use! Save time! Save wear and tear on your console! This resident 

disk manager program gives you a disk catalog on the screen or printer, initializes a disk in any 

format (including double density), changes a disk name or file name, deletes a file name, or even 

changes file protection. All from command mode, without disturbing your program in memory, and 

without using the Disk Manager module! Each function can also be used in your Extended BASIC 

programs! Requires 32K, Ext. BASIC. Sug. Retail $39.95 
32703 Disk $34.95 

DAT A BASE MANAGEMENT! 

When you need data base management, this fast, flexible system does the job. Create your own mail list, Christmas card file, household 
inventory, etc. Design your own format of up to 28 fields with up to 28 characters each (maximum 245 characters per record). Store 
350 records per single-sided disk, 700 records per double-sided disk. Sort on any field. Print in the format you need ... any field 
in any column on gi.ny line. Requires 23K, Ext. BASIC. Sug. Retail $39.95 
32597 Disk $34.95 

MORE UTILITIES FROM QUALITY 99 SOFTWARE ... 
"QS-XREF. Produces cross-reference listing of all SDUMP. Assembly Language screen dump program for Ep- THE LIBRARIAN. Reports space available on each disk and 
keywords, functions, variables, subprograms and line son compatible printers. Requires 32K, Ext. BASIC or produces an alphabetized catalog of all your disks. Requires 
numbers in your programs. Requires 32K, Ext. BASIC (Sug. Ed/Asm. (Sug. Retail S19-95) Ext. BASIC. (Sug. Retail $19.95) 
Retail $39.95) 32718 Disk $17·

95 30358 Disk $17.95 
33640 Disk $34.95 OS-WRITER. Allows loading the Tl-Writer disk from Ext 

•as-ASSEMBLER. Load and run Editor/Assembler disk ��i���-3��'.
A

J:i'. ���to�;X�im ���i�
s

M=�6�t(;u
T
�: QUICK-CATALOGER. Resident disk catalog-program. Get 

from Ext. BASIC. Requires 32 K. Ext. BASIC, Ed/Asm disk. Retail $39.95) a disk catalog on screen or printer without disturbing the 

(Sug. Retail s29_95) 32722 Disk $34.95 program in mem0rf. Requires 32K, Ext. BASIC or Ed/Asm 

34408 Disk $24.95 CHART MAKER. This companion to Draw 'N Plot creates or Mini Memory. (Sug. Retail $19-95) 
pie charts and horizontal or vertical bar graphs. Requires 30324 Disk $17.95 

•LOGO-LISTER. List your LOGO procedures to a printer Draw 'N Plot. (Sug. Retail $29.95) 
directly from disk with Ext. BASIC. Requires 32K, Ext. 32737 Disk $24.95 EZ·LOADER. Automatically reads disll catalog, then loads 
BASIC. (Sug. Retail $29.95) QUICK-COPIER II. Backup a disk in 3 pases or less. Initial• and runs the program you want! Requires 32K. Ext. BASIC. 
34413 Disk $24.95 ize disks. Transfer files. reorganize disk. Requires 32K. Ext. (Sug. Retail $19.95) 

•as-CONVERTER. Create or modify a program using Tl- �t:� irs:d/Asm or Mini-Memory. (Sug. Retail $39
$�

)
95 

30339 Disk $17.95 

Writer or OS-Writer, then convert it back to a runable pro-
DISK LABELER. Produces a disk catalog on a mailing 

THE DUPLICATOR. Backup your disks in 2 passes or less 
gram. Requires 32K, Ext. BASIC. (Sug. Retail $39.95) label. .. attach to disk or disk envelope. Requires Ext. BASIC. for a single-sided disk. Requires 32K, Ext. BASIC or Ed/Asm 
33636 Disk $34.95 (Sug. Retail $19.95) or Mini-Memory (Sug. Retail $19.95) 

"New titles from Quality 99 30343 Disk $17.95 32578 Disk 17.95 

AVAILABLE FROM 
YOUR FRIENDS AT 

We gladly accept 
mail orders! 

P.O. Box 6578 
South Bend, IN 46660 

Questions? Call 

219/259-7051 

SHIPPING CHARGES 

ORDER AMOUNT 

less than $20.00 
$20.00-$39.99 
$40.00-$74.99 
$75.00-$149.99 
$150.00-$299.99 
$300.00 & up 

IAd7 
� 

CHARGE 

$3.75 
4.75 
5.75 
6.75 
7.75 
8.75 

NO EXTRA FEE FOR CHARGES 

NO HIDDEN EXTRAS 

ORDER TOLL FREE 

1-800-348-2778



SOFTWARE FOR THE 

Tl 99/4A 
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 

ALL PROGRAMS IN EXTENDED BASIC 

TVP."'AITEFl\:'.\J,: •:n:t< 
A 16K Word Processor 

for Cassette or Disk 
(does not require 32K mem. exp.) 

INCLUDES: Right Justify, complete text editing 
(arrow keys move cursor to screen location of text), 
printer formatting shown in on-screen text, aute>
centering, tab, etc. 
ANY PRINTER: T.I., Epson, Gemini, Prowriter, 
Okidata, MPI, Smith-Corona, Royal, Brothers, 
Seikosha, Alphacom, Radio Shack, IDS, GE, NEC, 
Diablo, Gorilla, Abati, etc. 
ANY 1/0 PORT INTERFACE: T.I. RS232 card, 
Ooryt, Axiom, lntellitec, Ultra-Comp, etc. Parallel or 
Serial data. (PIO, RS232, etc.) 
SPECIAL PRINTER CONTROLS: CPI changes, 
Bold, Condensed, lines/inch, proportional, reverse 
line feeds, form feeds, etc. (depends on printer 
capabilities) 
HOLDS3000CHARACTERS: PRINTS MULTIPLE 

PAGES WITH CONTINUOUS INPUT/PRINT 
CASSETTE: S32.00 DISKETTE: $35.00 

· . >·><NA.Mitt! >: ::: I •:: 
16K Mail List/Data Base 

for Cassette or Disk 
Control & Print: labels, lists, flies. 

DISK: 250 records, 9 fields of 28 chrs. per record. 
CASSETTE: 2500 chrs., 9 fields of 28 chrs. 
FAST SORT: 250 records in 100 seconds! 
INCLUDES: Search, Selective print, 7 Printformats 
for labels & lists (user modifiable), Pre-set, etc. 
MAIL MERGE FILES USING TYPWRITER (cas
sette or disk) or Tl-WRITER module. 

CASSETTE: $32.00 DISK: $35.00 

· ····•MASTER·••DISK••••FIIE.•••••••··•········ . 
A PERPETUAL DISK FILE 

Insert disk into drive; it is catalogued and filed. 
Up to 120 disks or 1100 programs per file. 
Does not require memory expansion. 
Use single or double sided disks (or mixed). 
Single or multiple drives. 
List on screen or printer in alphabetical order by 
program name or disk name. 
SEARCH by disk or program name. Look-up time 
from a cold start in less than one minute; from a 
running start in 15-25 seconds. 
Automatically up-dates old information. 
Any printer; parallel or serial. 

DISK ONLY- $15.00 

SCREEN/DUMP 
Print the screen to an 8-dot addressable, 
printer. Does not require memory expansion! Disk 
version is easy to use. Cassette version requires 
mild programming knowledge. 

CASSETTE or DISK - $12.00 

GAMES 
All Games Available on Cassette or Disk 

DIABLO - 232 movable tracks on the screen at 
one time and an ever-advancing ball. Unique! 
"Devil/sh ... " BYTE MAGAZINE 
"The graphics are quite superb and the best I 

have ever seen on the Texas computer." 
COMPUTER & VIDEO GAMES 

" ... truly worth its $19. 95 price." 
- ENTHUSIAST '99 

"PLAYABILITY: 10 ... " THE BESTT.I. SOFTWARE 
Consumer Guide Editors) 

"You'll be hooked." The SPRITE (newsletter) 
CASSETTE or DISK - $19.95 

KONG.. . $15.00 

BOUNCER. . $15.00 

ROMEO $15.00 

ARTILLERY . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 9,95 

FROGGY.'.. $ 9.95 

EXTENDED BASEBALL..... $ 9.95 

EXTENDED HANGMAN..... $ 9.95 

Economical Games/Paks Available 
... AND MORE 

Write or call for detailed FREE CATALOG 

VISA & MASTERCARD ACCEPTED 

EXTENDED SOFTWARE CO. 
11987 CEDARCREEK DRIVE 

CINCINNATI. OH 45240 

(513) 825-6645
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SUPER CART--

(Continued from Page 22) 

anywhere within those addresses, the 
CARTRIDGE HEADER must start at 
>6000. Since we are adding the 
HEADER to existing source code, an 
AORG >6000 statement, as in line 2 in 
TEST, will cause the LOADER pro
gram to place your program at that ad
dress so that it may be executed from 
the menu screen. All other AORG 
statements should be removed from the 
source code. Do not assume that DEF, 
REF, EQU and AORG statements oc
cur only at the beginning of source 
code. You can save yourself some 
assembly time if you use the FIND 
function in the EDITOR to search all 
of the source code for occurrances of 
those statements. 

NC HM fp2fo'/ LP- I 

All. 

A7 A7 

A" 1. No

AS- s ,3 AS-

Aq I:, I./ Al./ 

A3 s A3 � 

Al 8 ' AZ 
Q 

� 
A\ 9 7 A I 

� 
Ao 10 Ao � 

1o I JI q\ 

'I/oz. 11. /0 Ql 

I/o3 13 II Q3 

GNb J'( 11. GNb

Lines 3 to 13, . in program TEST, 
make up the CARTRIDGE HEADER 
code that enables the powerup routine 
to include and execute your program 
from the menu screen. Lines 3 to 13 
MUST load starting at >6000. The on
ly . source code statements that can 
precede the CARTRIDGE HEADER 
are DEF, AORG or EQU statements. 
In line 3 the value >AA will load at 
6000 and tells the powerup routine 

that a valid cartridge is in the cartridge 
slot. The value >01 indicates that the 
cartridge contains executable machine 
code. Lines 4 and S set the next two 
memory words to 0. Line 6 can be any 
valid label. and is a pointer to the first 

(Please turn to Page 26) 

Vee. 
-

WE 

Vee 2'1 , CS2 

AB AB 

A� 1.2. A9 
SI/.IT 21 23 An 
SZ/j2 0 2.2. oE-

A/0 l'I 2./ AID 

A II
-

/8 20 CSI 

Q8 17 I'/ I/oB 

Q7 '" IB -r/o 7 

Q� ,s- :r/oC, 

Q� J'l ,, I/oS-
Q 'I 13 �-r/o'I 

Here is a diagram showing ,the ROM pin numbering from Super Cart. The 
drawing is not to scale� The ROM integrated circuit is superimposed ·on the 
HM6264LP-15. This diagram is in reference fo the construction of Super Cart 
as described in last month's MICROpendium. 



ONLY $69.95 (includes shipping) 
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NAVARONE 
a.;: 

.... 

.... 

...... 

-

TO ORDER: MASTER/VISA CARDS Welcome. Send Cashiers C�eck or M.O. or 
personal check (allow 10 days to clear), to Navarone Industries, Inc. 19968 El Ray 
Lane, Sonora, CA 95370, or call (209) 533-8349. CA Residents please add 6 % Sales tax. 
Outside US add $5.00 for Shipping. 
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We've done it again I
First came our arcade quality games 

like Spy's Demise, Pizza and our 

renowned construction kit Gravity 

Master. 

Next came the utilities Super Copy 
and the fabled 9900BASIC package. 

By now you've probably seen or 

heard of CSI Windows which is 

drawing the acclaim it deserves. 

Our latest masterpiece is AAEDIT. 
Advanced Assembly language 

EDITor. Features: 

1) 40X24 display.

2) Uses standard DN 80 files.

3) Uses the same function keys as

Tl's editor.

4) Command Mode

5) Runs from the Editor-Assembler

Load and Run option.

6-?) Performs syntax checking on 

your statements as you enter them. 

This means that you may never 

have to re-edit and re-assemble a 

file because of an avoidable syntax 

or addressing error. As long as you 

are scrolling or paging through text 

or entering correct statements you 

never even know it's there. If you 

mistype a mnemonic or directive or 

use an incorrect addressing mode 

you receive a pleasant bonk and 

the cursor is placed on top of the of
fending character awaiting your 

correction. 

AAEDIT will be sold for $19.95; 

however, all orders postmarked 

before August 1, 1985 will receive 

AAEDIT at our special SECOND AN

NIVERSARY price of only $14.95. 

CSI Design Group 
Box 50150 

St. Louis, MO 63105 

SUPER CART

(Continued from Page 24) 

entry in the menu table. Line 9 is the 
menu table entry pointed to by line 6. 
In program TEST it is set to O as there 
is only one entry point into TEST. If 
there were additional entry points or 
multiple programs, line 9 would point 
to the next menu item (e.g. MNULNK 
DATA NXTLNK). The menu screen 
would appear to have room for seven 
or eight selections. Line 10 is a pointer 
to the start of the program. Line 11 is 
a byte value that is the length of the 
text to be displayed on the menu 
screen. Line 12 is the text to be 
displayed. Finally, line 13 is the 
Branch to the start of the program. 

Once you have made these changes 
to your source code, assemble it, then 
load it into your SUPER CART with 
Opt. 3 LOAD and RUN on the 
Editor/ Assembler menu. 

You may also load your SUPER 
CART from TI-BASIC with CALL 
INIT then CALL 

LOAD("DSKl. YOURPROG"). Press 
Function Quit to return to the color 
bar screen, press any key and your pro
gram should appear as selection 3 on 
the menu. Forthose of you who maybe 
using the Cor-Comp disk controller 
and SUPER CART with a program 
having multiple entry points, you will 
find that the Cor-Comp screen will 
display only the first entry in the menu 
table. However, pressing the space bar 
twice will display the TI screen that will 
show all of the menu selections you 
have added to your SUPER CART.

The best part of it is that your program 
will still be there ready to go until 
either the battery quits or you change 
the program. 

Those are the basic steps required to 
alter software to run out of your 
SUPER CART. Some programs may 
require only the addition of the CAR
TRIDGE HEADER and others may 

(Please tum to Page 28) 

SUPER CART PARTS LIST 

Parts Qty Source Price 
HM6264LP-15 SK CMOS RAM ( 1 ) Microproc. Unlimited $8.85 

Tl Game Module. Must have 

metal contacts on BOTH SIDES 

of connector; e.g. Munchman, 

Tl Invaders 

1 N914 Signal Diode (2) Rad Shk 276-1122 .20 

1 K Resistor-¼ Watt (3) Rad Shk 271-1321 .24 

2.2 uF Tantalum Capacitor ( 1 ) Rad Shk 272-1435 .59 

Red LED. ( 1 ) Rad Shk 276-041 .35 

Wire-wrap Wire ( 1 ) Rad Shk 276-503 2.39 

Lithium Cell ( 1 ) Rad Shk 23-160 1.79 

Coin-type Cell Holder ( 1 ) Digi-Key BH906-ND 1.25 

Tools Source 
25 Watt Penci I Iron Rad Shk 64-2070 

Vacuum Desoldering tool Rad Shk 64-2070 

Resin Core Solder Rad Shk 64-005 

Electrical tape 

Dlgl-Key Mlcroproce11ors Unlimited 

P.O. Box 677 2,000 S. Peoria Ave. 

Thief River Falls, MN 56701 Beggs, OK 7"21 

(800) w.,539 (918) 267-"961



Wlth Exiating Extended BASJCa 
32K M•mory Expansion 
92K may b• &ssign•d to th• 
only TRUE RAM DISK for your 
TI 99/4A comput•r 

- Any •xc•s• m•mory �Y b•
assign•d as a PRINT SPOOLER
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Wtth •NEW• Extended BASICa 
- Full 128K M•mory Expansion Available
- Unus•d m•mory may b• assigned for

u•e aa RAM DISK and/or PRINT SPOOLER
- 96K Ext•nd•d BASIC programs may be

cr••t•d by YOU
- Progr.ms run up to 3 tim•s faster

NE w E x I E N P E P 8 A s I c c A B I 8 P G E 
Leu•l JV - 128t( Operattng Syat .. 

<Introductory Price $84.9�> 

• Existing programs ex•cute up
to 3 tim•s faster

• 40 charact•r T•xt Mod•
• Support of Integer Variabl•s
• Hi-R•solution Graphics support
* N•w commands: DRAW, FILL, RECT,

CIRCLE, and many mor• .
* Runs •xi sting Ext. BASIC pgrms.

• Includes 128K Operating Syst•m support
for n•w 32/128K M•mory Expansion

• You can perform tasks with precision �
sp••d n•v•r b•for• possibl•

• Windowing support
• Vastly improved error handling support
• Performs al I th• s&m• featur•s as TI

Ex hnd•d BASIC

Only 

Th• most powerful and v•rsltl• graphics program you can buy for your TI 99/4A 
Home Comput•r. This n•w CARTRIDGE allows you to draw plctur•s in full color on 
your scr••n and sav• them to Cass•tte, Disk•tte, th• 32K M•mory Expansion, or a 
compatibl• printer (black-and-whit• or color). All you ne•d to u•• this 
pow•rful n•w cartridg• is a basic TI 99/4A Hom• Computer and a Joystick or 
Trackball controll•r. 

All of th• following f•atur•s ar• support•d by this cartridges 
Windows - allows you to outl in• a square or r•ctanglar ar•a of th• screen. 
Hov• or Copy - any part of th• pictur• marked by a window. 
Fill - any ar•a outl ln•d by a window with any color. 
Text mod• - ins•rt t•xt an)"Where on the scr••n (both upp•r and 1ow•rcas•2• 
Draw mode - 32 diff•r•nt brush••, 16 colors plus t•chnicolor to chaos• from. 
Lin•• mode - d•flne both •nds on th• 1 in• and It Is drawn for you. 
Rays mod• - radiat• many lin•s origionating from on• focal point. 
Magnify - •nlarge any part of th• pictur• and chang• any individual dot(a). 
Font mod• - cr••t• your own charact•r• or sp•clal shap•• in any color. 

Speclallst In 
The Texas Instruments Home Computer

(812) 544•8219
Nlaa,tNkl M 55l4l 
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Download characters to your Gemini 
The following program was written 

by Jim Peterson of Columbus, Ohio. 
Many TI users know Peterson as the 
author of the Tips from Tigercub col
umn that appears regularly in many 
user group newsletters. 

The program, called DOWNCHAR, 
permi ts on-screen des ign of  
downloadable characters for Gemini 
printers. It is also compatible with Ep
son printers. The program features a 
direct dump to the printer for viewing 
the newly designed character and op
tional saving to disk. Peterson released 
the program to the public domain. 

100 CALL CLEAR :: CALL SCREE 
N(4):: CALL CHAR(128,"FF8181 
81818181FF", 129, RPT$ ( "F", 16) 
):: CALL COLOR(13,2,16) 
110 FOR R=9 TO 15 :: CALL HC 

l 
• 

HAR(R,11,128,9):: NEXT R

120 X=l :: FOR R=9 TO 15 :: 
DISPLAY AT(R,7>SIZE(2):STR$( 
X):: X=X*2 :: NEXT R :: FOR 
C=9 TO 17 :: DISPLAY AT(S,C) 
SIZE<1>:STR$(C-8):: NEXT C 
130 DISPLAY AT(2,9):"TIGERCU 
B' S 11 

: : DISPLAY AT (4, 1): "GEM 
INI CHARACTER D0WNLOADER 11 !p 

rogrammed by Jim Peterson fa 
r the Public Domain 

140 DISPLAY AT(17,1):" Move 

cursor with W,E,R,S,D, 11 :"Z,X 
and C keys. Toggle on":"and 
off with Q key. Press": "Ent 

er when finished.": : : "Pres 
s any key" 

150 CALL KEY(0,K,ST):: IF ST 
=0 THEN 150 :: CALL HCHAR(17 
,1,32,224) 
160 R=9 :: C=11 :: CH=128 
170 CALL HCHAR(R,C,32):: CAL 
L HCHAR(R,C,CH):: FOR D=1 TO

10 :: NEXT D :: CALL KEY(3, 
K,ST):: IF ST=0 THEN 170 
180 ON POS < 11 QWERDCXZS 11 8<CHR$ C 
13),CHR$CK),1)+1 GOTO 170,31 
0,230,220,210,200,190,260,25 
0,240,330 
190 F:=R+1 
200-C=C+l :: GOTO 270
210 C=C+1
220 R=R-1 :: GOTO 270

230 R=R-1 
240 C=C-1 :: GOTO 270 
250 C=C-1 
260 R=R+l 
270 R=R-(R(9)+(R>15):: C=C-( 
C< 11 > + <C>19>:: IF CH=128 THE 
N 300 :: CALL GCHAR<R,C-1,GX 
):: CALL GCHAR<R,C+l,GZ):: I 
F (GX<>129>*<GZ<>129)THEN 30 
0 
280 DISPLAY AT (22, 1): 1

1Yoll ca· 

n't have two in a row":"hori 
zontally!" :: FOR D=1 TO 50 
:: NEXT D :: DISPLAY AT<22,1 
) : II II 

: 
II II 

290 CH=CH-1 
300 CALL HCHAR(R,C,CH):: GOT 
0 170 
310 CH=CH+l+(CH=129)*2 :: IF 
CH=128 THEN 320 :: CALL_GCH 

AR(R,C-1,GX):: CALL GCHAR<R, 
C+1,GZ>:: IF <GXO129)*<GZO 
129)THEN 320 ELSE 280
320 CALL HCHARCR,C,CH>:: GOT 
0 170 
330 FOR C=ll TO 19 :: X=1 :: 
FOR R=9 TO 15 :: CALL GCHAR 

<R, C, G)

340 IF G=129 THEN A=A+X 
350 X=X*2 :: NEXT R

360 FOR J=l TO LEN<STR$(A)): 
: CALL VCHARC15+J,C,ASC(SEG$ 
<STR$(A),J,1))):: NEXT J :: 
M$=M$&CHR$CA):: A=0 :: NEXT 
C :: A=0 
370 DISPLAY AT (20, 1>: "Print? 
Y/N Y" :: ACCEPT AT(20,12>V 

ALIDATE("YN")SIZE<-1> :Q$ : :

IF Q$= 1
1 N" THEN 470 

380 IF F=l THEN 390 :: F=1 : 
: DISPLAY AT (20, 1): "Printer 
name?" :: ACCEPT AT(20,15):P 
$ :: OPEN #1:P$ 
390 DISPLAY AT(20,1): 1

1 ASCII 
to redefine?" :: ACCEPT AT(2 
0,20)VALIDATE(DIGIT)SIZE<3): 
CH 
400 DISPLAY AT(20,1):"Descen 
der <0 or 1)? 0" :: ACCEPT A 
T (20, 21) VALIDATE< "01" >SIZE (-
1): 0$ :: D=VAL(D$) 
410 M$=CHR$(27)&CHR$(42)8<CHR 
${ i) &CH��$ <CH> &CHF:$ <D> &M$ 
420 PRINT #1:M$ :: PRINT #1: 

CHR$(27);CHR$(36);CHR$(1); 
430 PRINT #1:RPT$(CHR$(CH),7 
2):: PRINT #1:CHR$(14);RPTSC 
CHR$(CH>,36) 
440 DISPLAY ATC20,1):"Save ( 
Y/N)? Y" :: ACCEPT ATC2C>,13) 
VALIDATE ( "YN 11 > SI Z E ( -1 > : Q$ 1 1 

IF Q$="N" THEN 470 
450 IF F3=1 THEN 460 :: F3•1 

: : DISPLAY AT (20, 1): "Fil ena 
me? OSK" :: ACCEPT AT(20,14) 
:F$ :: OPEN #2:"DSK"&F$ 
460 PRINT #2:M$ 
470 M$= 11 11 

:: DISPLAY AT(20,1 
>:"Another (Y/N)?Y" :: ACCE 
PT AT (20, 16.) VALIDATE ( "YN" > SI 
ZE C-1): Q$ : : IF QS="Y" THEN 
100 
480 CLOSE #1 :: CLOSE #2 :: 
END 

SUPER CART-

(Conttnued from Page 26) 

require extensive revision to substitute 
stand-alone -utility routines. The 
possibilities are limited only to one's 
imagination and SK of memory. By 
the way, this article was written with a 
SUPER CART containing the TK
Writer loader for Tl-Writer. The 
menu screen has five selections: 

1. TI-BASIC
2. Editor/ Assembler
3. TK-Editor
4. TK-Format
S. TK-Utility
TK-Writer is a very easy conversion.

You only have to add AORG >6000 
and the-CARTRIDGE HEADER. 

Chicago Tl Faire set 
The Chicago TI Users Group an

nounces that it will hold its third an
nual TI99/4A Computer Faire Nov.2. 

Last year this Faire drew 21 vendors 
and more than _1,500 TI users. 

For vendor applications or further 
information, contact the group via 
their bulletin board at (312) 966-2342 
or write Chicago TI-99/4A Users 
Group, P.O. Box 578341, Chicago, IL 
60657. 
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SST Expanded Basic Compiler System 
"The most powerful high level language available for the T.l.l4A" 

NOW ONLY $49.00 
The SST EXPANDED BASIC COMPILER contains all of the features of the SST BASIC COMPILER, plus most of the features of 
EXTENDED BASIC. It also includes many commands that are not available in Tl BASIC or Tl EXTENDED BASIC. A major feature 
of the SST EXPANDED BASIC COMPILER is the ability to add your own commands. If you have need of a command not 
commonly found in Basic, you can easily add it to our compiler (Editor/Assembler module only). 

The SST EXPANDED BASIC COMPILER package translates a Basic program into TMS9900 machine language, resulting in a 
great gain in program execution speed. The compiled commands are up to 160 times faster than the corresponding commands 
in Tl BASIC or EXTENDED BASIC. For a comparison we used our Compiler to run the benchmark program for making change in 
the April 1984 MICROpendium. This program takes over 30 minutes in Tl BASIC. When the progr'am was compiled using the SST

EXPANDED BASIC COMPILER, the program ran in 37 seconds. In fact, you can compile the program, save it on a disk, recall it, 
run it and still be considerably faster than Tl BASIC. 

A second benchmark program appeared in the November 1984 issue of the MICROpendium (page 22). This program took: 

209.4 seconds in Tl BASIC 7.2 seconds in Tl FORTH 
219.6 seconds in Tl EXTENDED BASIC 4.9 seconds in WYCOVE FORTH 

2.5 seconds in SST BASIC or EXPANDED BASIC

The SST EXPANDED COMPILER is also many times faster than Tl PASCAL. 

The SST EXPANDED BASIC COMPILER contains most of the standard features of EXTENDED BASIC and is especially useful for 
number crunching, text manipulation and for producing arcade type games. However, some translation of a Basic program may 
be required. 

SST Software has invested about two and one half man-years in the development of this package. With the requirements of 
Memory Expansion, Disk Drive and either Editor I Assembler or Mini- Memory the SST EXPANDED BASIC COMPILER gives you 
the following features: 

• The ability to use sprites, sound, joyst, graphics,
and string functions.

• The ability to write and compile up to 470 lines
of Basic code.

• The ability to link compiled programs together
as one large system.

• ihe ability to call up to seven compiled programs
from a Tl Basic program.

• The ability to dimension up to 1800 element
floating point arrays.

• The use of many of the floating point function
statements available in Tl Basic.

• The ability to do integer arithmetic for extremely
fast execution speed.

• The ability to dimension up to a 12000 element
integer array using Memory Expansion.

• The use of strings for input, output, character
definition and text manipulation.

• The ability to write and debug a Basic program
using the Tl console and interpreter, and then
compile it without the need for retyping.

• The ability to use Bit Map mode for high
resolution graphics.

• The ability to add up to five of your own commands.

• The ability to access a disk drive and the
RS232 interface.

• The ability to store the compiled program
permanently on disk so that· it never needs to be
compiled again.

• The ability to use the Tl Loader for faster
loading speeds of compiled programs.

• A manual of more than 60 pages.

SST Expanded·Basic Compiler System with a High 
Resolution Graphics Package and Text Mode 

NOW ONLY $59.00 
This version gives you all the features of tt,e EXPANDED COMPILER plus 40 column mode and 12 new commands for high 
resolution graphics. 

NEW!! PRE/SST Program $30.00 
A program translator aid which facilitates preparing existing Basic and Extended Basic Programs for processing by the SST 
EXPANDED BASIC COMPILER SYSTEM. Makes developing new programs easier. It converts multiple line statements to single 
lines. It allows you to convert floating point variables to integer variables for increased speed. It also allows you to use such 
things as numeric constants and takes care of defining variables and constants. The PRE/SST PROGRAM helps you tap the full 
power of the SST COMPILER SYSTEM. (Requires Extended Basic) 

SST SOFTWARE, INC. 
BOX 26 • CEDARBURG, WI 53012 • (414) 771-8415 
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CorComp announces new PEB card 
CorComp Inc. is introducing a new 

card for the Peripheral Expansion Box 
that provides a clock/ calendar, 
64-kilobyte printer buffer and a loca
tion on which to attach a TI Speech
Synthesizer board, eliminating the
need to connect the speech synthesizer
box directly to the console. Called Tri
ple Tech, the card carries a suggested
retail price of $130, according to Cor
Comp. The card is expected to be
ready for shipment the end of July.

price of the unit is $81. It includes a 
load interrupt switch that can be used 
with some third-party screen dump 
programs. 

company. It is battery-backed and will 
operate for more than six months with 
power turned off. It is accessed 
through BASIC or Extended BASIC. 

The company is also releasing a 32K 
memory expansion unit called 32K 
Micro. This unit plugs into the side of 
the console. The clock/ calendar and 
32K Micro may be daisy-chained by the 
user. These black metal units measure 
S x S x 2½ inches. 

CorComp says the 64K printer buf
f er is ''virtually compatible with any 
printer.'' It includes 64K of memory, a 
copy function for immediate duplica
tion of printouts and a clear function 
to empty the buff er. 

The Triple Tech card also has a loca
tion for attaching the speech syn
thesizer board. The user removes the 
board from the Synthesizer, plugs it in
to Triple Tech and plugs the card into 
the PEB. 

The clock/calendar is also available 
as a stand-alone unit that plugs into the 
side of the 99/4A console. Called 9900 
Clock/Calendar, the suggested retail 

The clock/calendar displays year, 
month, date, day of the week, hours, 
minutes and seconds. It features a 
crystal controlled oscillator that is ac
curate to .002 percent, accor.ding to the 

Morning Star has new expansion board 
Morning Star Software has announced a new 128K RAM 

expansion board which allows bank-switching up to 160K 
of memory or more, according to manufacturers. 

The board provides 16 banks of SK or eight banks of 16K 

You saw the review in the pages of 

MICROpendium. GRAPHX is one of the 

most powerful, user friendly graphics pro

grams available for the TI-99/4A Home Com

puter today. GRAPHX is available from 

THOMSON SOFTWARE (D.I.P.). Quantity 

buying permits us to lower our price below the 

suggested $50.00 retail price. Thru us the price 

is only $45.00 plus $1.50 S&H for single 

orders. Ordering thru us relieves you of the 

burden of converting money and sending it to 

Australia and waiting for the international 

mail system. We will fill your order and mail it · 

the day after we receive your order when your 

requested version is in stock. Quantity dis

counts are available. Please call for quantity 

prices. Send your check or money order to: 

THOMSON SOFTWARE (D.I.P) 

3507 MURL 

MUSKEGON, MI 49442 

( 616) 773-4504

plus 32K for 40K/48K expansion RAM online (64K total in
cluding VDP RAM), 166K/288 K total expansion memory. 

Morning Star officials say the board must be used with 
32K of RAM, either TI or Foundation 128K memory 
(which still functions as a disk emulator). It has two 
sockets for 8K/16K of EPROM and six modes of opera
tion. 

The board contains 128K of RAM plus sockets for two 
BK ROM chips. It switches in either SK or 16K in addition 
to the 32K card. Since it makes 40K or 48K available in the 
PEB at all times, it allows running larger programs than 
was formerly possible, according to the manufacturer. The 
facility for "bank switching" 16K at a time while 32K re
main "resident" affords true program overlay techniques 
in programs up to 160K long. 

The board is operated by selecting one of six software
controlled modes: 

Mode 1-SK of ROM (type 2764 ultraviolet eraseable) is 
switched into the DSR space at >4000 to >SFFF and may be 
used to implement power-up· and device service routines. 
CRU bit O enables and disables the ROM while CRU bit 4 
selects the second ·sK ROM for large DSRs. (See the 
Editor I Assembler manual for more information.) 

Mode 2-SK of RAM (type 4164 dynamic) is switched in
to the DSR space instead of ROM. CRU bits O enables and 
disables the ROM so that other devices' DSRs may be ac
tivated. CRU bits 4 .. 7 select one of 16 RAM banks for 
code and data selection in very large programs. 

Mode 3-SK of RAM is switched into the cartridge 
space, >6000 to >7FFF. CRU bits 4 .. 7 again select one of 16 
RAM banks to be made available to other devices' DSRs. 
The .RAM remains accessible in the cartridge space at all 
times with this space selected. 

(Please turn to Page 32) 
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FORTI 
MUSIC SYSTEM 

LET YOUR ORPHAN SING! 

One astonished listener called it the TEXAS COMPUTER ORPHANS CHOIR! 

The FORTI music synthesizer card gives your Tl99 a 12 voice, 2 or 4 channel music 

synthesizer's capability. Combined with the FORTI software it becomes the FORTI 
Music System. Using a powerful Forth-like language you have control over all 12 

voices simultaneously. That control includes bass to 32 CPS (enough to set off Mt. 

St. Helens) and envelope control allowing simulation of different instrument 

effects. No other system, to our knowledge, brings so much capability to your Tl99. 

SPECIFICATIONS: 

Voices 

Output Channels 

Voice Pitch Range 

Percussion Voices 

Envelope Control 

Visual Feedback 

Editor Display 

-12

- 2 or 4

- Bass 1 octave below bass clef

Treble 1 ½ octaves above treble clef

- up to 4 combined bass and percussion voices may be defined within

the total 12 voices.

- amplitude updated 60 times/second in a range of 0-15.

- amplitude and pitch of all voices dynamically displayed. Current

measure number may also be displayed.

- 64 column (monitor recommended) by 16 rows.

199.95 
TEXAS PERIPHERALS, INC. 

624 SORITA 

ROCKWALL, TEXAS 75087 
(MasterCard and Visa Accepted) 

*REQUIRES 32K RAM, DISC, EDITOR/ASSEMBLER. 
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M & T changes name, 
As of July 1, M & T Utilityware has 

changed its name to Thomson Soft
ware (D.I.P .). 

Don Thomson says the name change 
is to make it known ''that I own this 
company lock stock and barrel." He 
says that D.I.P. stands for "distribu
tion incentive program," which he 
describes as "a modified form of 
shareware, not freeware." 

Thomson describes shareware as a 
form of distribution in which the 
author of a program encourages people 
to distribute his programs. He notes 
that shareware is being utilized with the 
IBM PC. 

For example, he says, "Let's say 
person A has legally purchased the pro
gram DISK+AID from me. He is 
what is known as a registered owner of 

MORNING STAR-

. (Continued from Page 30) 

Mode 4-The 8K of ROM #0 is swit
ched into the DSR space, >4000 to 
> 5FFF, while simultaneously 8K of
RAM is switched into the cartridge
space >6000 to >7FFF. (This mode
combines modes 1 and 3.) CRU bit 0
enables and disables the ROM, but
leaves the RAM accessible. CRU bits
4 .. 7 select one of 16 RAM banks to be
made available to the DSR or other
routine in the first on-board ROM.

Mode 5-All 16K of ROM is switch
ed simultaneously into the combina
tion of DSR and cartridge spaces, 
> 4000 to >7FFF. Programs may then
make use of the FMX mechanjsm in
the console ROM to access subroutines
in any part of this 16K.

Mode 6-Any one of the eight 16K 
RAM segments may be made to appear 
in the combination of DSR and car
tridge spaces, >4000 to > 7FFF, instead 
of ROM. As in all modes, CRU bit 0 
enables and disables the RAM in the 
DSR space, but the upper 8K remain 
accessible at all times with this mode 
selection. CR U bits 5 .. 7 select the 
bank. 

None of the last four modes may be 

the program and has a registration 
number that is assigned by me. If per
son A passes the program to person B, 
person B is encouraged to send in a $20 
registration fee to me. If that happens, 
B will be assigned a registration 
number. Person A, because he has 
worked to get B to register his copy, 
will get a $5 Finders Award. For every 
program that A passes around and gets 
registered he will get $5. 

Thomson says there is no maximum 
number of programs a user can get 
people to register. 

Also, he notes, there is a second level 
Finders Award. 

"If person B passes the program to 
person C, and C registers his\program, 
B will get his $5 Finders Award. In ad
dition, A will also get another $5

used while a cartridge is inserted. 
The board may be strapped to any of 

the standard CRU addresses for resolv� 
ing conflicts in DSR assignments bet
ween third-party PEB modules. For 
systems without excessive power supp
ly loading, two Morning Star 128K 
boards can be installed at separate 
CRU addresses for memory needs up 
to 288K, according to the manufac
turer. The Morning Star 128K RAM

Expansion Board design includes full 
card edge signal buffering. 

PEB and 32K memory expansion (Tl 
or Foundation 128K) are required. 
Loading programs requires either the 
Extended BASIC cartr idge,  
Editor/ Assembler cartridge, CorComp 
disk controller or on-board DSR 
EPROM (not provided). Assembly 
language programming (not provided) 
is required for use with Extended 
BASIC. 

Price is $199 plus shipping. Master
card, VISA and American Express are 
accepted. 

For further information, contact 
Morning Star Software, 4325 SW 
109th Avenue, Beaverton, OR 97005 or 
(503) 646-4695.

marketing 
Finders Award for this second level.'' 

At this time, he emphasizes, D.I.P. 
applies only to programs owned and 
copyrighted by Donald M. Thomson. 
Thomson markets GRAPHX, but asks 
that persons who have bought the pro
gram for him not distribute it. 

He notes that there will be limited 
documentation on the disks that leave 
Thomson Software (D.I.P.) after July 
1, 1985. The source code will no longer 
be put on the same disk as the object 
code. The documentation will include 
a D.I.P. registration form outlining the 
workings of the concept as well as a 
sublicense agreement form and some 
limited notes on how to use the pro
gram. Original manuals will be 
available from the company for $5 to 
cover copying and mailing. 

Thomson will off er a sublicense 
policy of documented source code. The 
$30 license fee covers all documented 
source code currently held by Thom
son. Persons submitting upgrades 
within the agreement guidelines will be 
eligible for author royalties based on 
copies registered with that person's 
upgrade in it. 

For more information, the agree

ment will be included on disks leaving

Thomson Software (D.I.P .) after July 
1, or users may send a self-addressed 
stamped envelope to Thomson Soft
ware (D.I.P .), 3507 Muri, Muskegon,

MI 49442. 

Thomson says modifications submit
ted by someone who is not "a licensed 
holder of the source code will not be 
considered until that person _pays the 
$30 license fee. 

He offers a 30-day money back war
ranty for persons who receive the disk 
directly from him. Persons wishing to 
receive the disks directly from him 
should send $20 for each program, plus 
$2 for shipping and handling of each. 

'' I cannot warrant programs that are 
passed from one person to another 
because I can't. tell if the program has 
been modified or altered in. some 
way,'' Thomson says. 
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Half-height double-sided. double-density disk drives at 
unheard of prices! These drives will provide 360K of storage 
when used with the Corcomp or Myarc disk controller cards. 
They will provide 180K with the T.I. controller card. 
21223 Single Stand Alone Drive With Cables ___ S169. 95 
21224 Dual Stand Alone Drives With Cables. 

(2 Drives) _____________ S249.95 
21221 Bare Drives to install in Peripheral Box. Two will fit 

in the Peripheral Box! Order Two of these Drives 
and receive the require� cable kit free. 
(SaveS30.00!) __________ $119.95 

21220 Cable Kit for connecting Two Half-Height Drives. 
Specify P-Box or Stand Alone) ______ $29. 95 

Drives brands will vary. We only sell top brands such as Shugart. 
Qume. and Teac. All drives carry a full warranty. 

FOR TOTAL T.I. SUPPORT 

rn7p .. u .. uf RRE 
SUPER NEW ADVENTURE GAMES 

Do you own a T.I. Adventure Command Module? Have you solved all of the adventures that T.I. 
released? Well. Comp-U-Ware is proud to announce the first three programs in an all-new series of 
adventures that operate with the T.I. Adventure Module. These adventures are the most exciting 
ever. These programs are available on Cassette or Disk and operate in the same manner as the T.I. 
programs and do require the adventure module. Order yours today! 
1001A The Meaning of Life .......................................................... 919.95 
1002A The Counts Revenge ......................................................... S19.95 
1003A Quest To Earth .......................................................... °' .... $19.95 

OTHER COMP-U-WARE VALUES: 

Axiom Parallax Interface (Directly connects any 
parallel printer to the 99/4A) .............. $74.95 
Parallel printer cable ...................... $24. 95 
BMC Color Monit6r with Free Cable ....... $229. 95 . 
Cor-Comp or Myarc RS232 Card ......... $79.95 
Cor-Comp or Myarc Disk Controller Card .. $159. 95 
NEWI Myarc 128K Memory Card .......... $199.95 
Cor-Comp or Myarc 32K Memory Card ..... $99. 95 
Extended Basic Command Module ....... $59. 95 
Widget Port Expander from Navorone ...... $29. 95 

Cor-Comp 9900 Expansion System ........ $324. 95 
NEWI Disk Manager II (Disk) ............... $34.95 
Typwriter Word Processor (Cassette or Disk Version 
Requires Only Extended Basic and a Cassette or 
Disk System!) ............................. $32.95 
SPECIAL! Upgrade Kit for Cor-Comp Expansion 
System (Adds DS/DD Disk Controller and 
32K) .................................... $249.95 
Cassette Cable for 99/4A .................. $3.95 · 

Don't miss out on other great buys! Comp-U-Ware stocks a full line of 99/4A software and hardware. 
Send $2.00 for catalog. (refundable with first order) or mail us your name and address and we will 
add you to our mailing list. This will insure that you don't miss out on other Comp-U-Ware specials. 

Send orders and make checks or money orders payable to: 
Orders may be prepaid with a check or money COMP-U-WARE ( 806) 792-6184
order or we will ship C.O.D. Add 3% for Shipping P.O. Box 93174 
and Handling. Texas residents add 5.125% Lubbock, TX 79413 
Sales Tax. 
There will be an additional $3.00 charge for 
C.O.D. orders.

Prices are subject to change without notice. 
Allow 2 to 3 weeks for delivery. 
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Acorn 99 

A database that stands out 
By JOHN KOLOEN 

Some programs for the TI99/4A 
seem to carve out a unique place 
amidst vast quantities of similar pro
grams. Witness Microsoft Multiplan, 
Tl-Writer, Companion, CorComp's 
Disk Manager program and Miller 
Graphic's Advanced Diagnostics disk'. 
There is no concensus concerning ter
minal emulators and graphics pro
grams but now there may be a database 
program that stands out from the 
pack. That program is Acorn 99 by 
Oak tree Systems. 

I do not come by this conclusion in a 
casual way. I have used a number of 
file manager programs, ranging from 
Database 500 to Navarone Industries' 
Data Base Manager. These and a 
number of others are quite good at 
what they do-acquiring and retrieving 
data. All of these work along the same 
lines, and all have basically the same 
limitations, namely, that the user can 
define only about two dozen fields and 
must limit himself to a total of no more 
than 255 characters per record. 

Not Acorn 99. The user may design 
databases that include as many as 58 
data entry fields with as many 
characters as one desires. Records may 
be called up based on any of up to 15 
master fields-or ''master record data 
items'' as they are ref erred to by 
Oaktree Systems-and the user may 
create his own Extended BASIC pro
grams to access database items directly 
for such purposes as customized prin
touts and forms. 

Performance: Acorn 99 is not what I 
would call ''user friendly'' compared 
to most of the file manager programs I 
am familiar with. Acorn 99 introduces 
TI users to a different way of accessing 
data than they may be accustomed to 
and, essentially, a different way of 
thinking about data. The relationship 
between types of data is important to 
understand in the operation of Acorn 
99 (though not necessary). It is quite 
feasible to use Acorn 99 as nothing 
more than an extremely versatile file 

Review 

Report Card 

Performance .................... A 

Ease of Use ...................... A 

Documentation .................. A 

Value ........................... A 

Final Grade ..................... A 

Cost: $69.95 (includes two disks) 

Manufacturer: Oak Tree Systems,. 

3922 Valentine Rd., Whitmore Lake, 

MI 48189 

Requirements: console, monitor or 

television, Extended BASIC, disk 

system, expansion memory, printer op

tional 

manager without having-to give much 
thought to relationships. That is exact
ly how I started to use the program. 

Acorn 99 comes on two single-sided 
disks. One contains utility programs 
used to define and create databases. 
The other disk contains systems pro
grams designed to allow the user to up
date, search and produce reports from 
databases. The programs from these 
two disks may be combined on one 

double-sided disk for greater efficien

cy. 
Although only one disk drive is re

quired, Acorn 99 can use up to three 

drives. It can also operate out of a 
Winchester hard disk, though I was 
able to create databases only on flop

pies and then transfer them to a Win

chester. 
System configuration is the first step 

toward using Acorn 99. This program 

operates out of the utility disk and pro

mpts the user for the number of disk 

drives in use, whether a printer is 
available, name of the dictionary file 
(more on that later), printer name 
(RS232 or PIO) and foreground and 

background colors. The user is also 

prompted for the character codes for 

"normal" pica font and compressed 

type font. (Acorn will set the printer to 
compressed mode automatically when 
printing a report tha is wider than 80 
columns.) 

These parameters are then saved to 
disk for future reference. 

Next in line is the utility disk menu, 
which provides the following options: 
Define Data Items 1 

(Please turn to Page 36) 
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THE ADVENTURE PACK 
..• Have an adventure when you upgrade with the CorComp 9900 
Micro Expansion System!!! 

Ultimate Connection 
for Your 99/4A 

The Car[amp 9900 
Miao Expansion System 

9900 Micro Expansion System 

It's Portable: Weighing less than 2 lbs. fully 
.expanded. 

Powerful Dynamic: RS232 Interface - Provides 
both serial and parallel for connecting 
printers, plotters, and modems. 

32K Memory- Expands to 48K Memory. Will run 
Tl Logo as well as Extended Basic. Adding a 
disk drive enables the running of Tl Forth, Tl 
Writer, Tl Multiplan, Plato and Tl Assembly 
Language programs. 

DS/DD Disk Controller: Controls up to 4 disk 
drives, allows the mixing of dri�e types, and 
can add as much as 1.4 Megabyte of storage! 

CC 9900 Disk Manager: Comes with· disk 
manager on 5 ¼" floppy disk. Includes 8 new 
commands and programming statements. 

$329.95 
Disk Drive not included. 

Enter the World of Doom 
with Scenario #2 

"RING OF THE DARK LORD"· 

and the Fantasy Character 
Generator 

"DOOM CHARACTERS" 

Both for $29.95 
Requires: Tl-99/4A, Extended Basic, 32K Memory Expansion, 

and Disk Memory System. 

THE ADVENTURE STORE 
Visa and MasterCard holders 
call direct (815) 623-6751 

Offer Expires July 31, 1985 

Division of SYMBIOTECH, INC. 

Send order and checks payable to: 
Symbiotech, Inc. 

P.O. Box 320 • Roscoe, IL 61073 

Terms: For fast service use 
cashiers check or money order. 

Illinois residents add 6% Sales Tax. 
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OAK TREE SYSTEMS ACORN 99-

(Continued from Page 34) 

Define Databases2 
Create Databases3 
Copy Databases4 
Process BASIC ProgramsS 
Set System Configuration6 
Reload Menu7 

An aside here about the Display · 
Enhancement Package which is provid
ed in part with Acorn 99. These 
routines not only·provide a 40-column 
display but also define the REDO, 
BACK, AID, PROCEED and BEGIN 
keys. Pressing AID (FCTN 7), for ex
ample, causes the program to return to 
the previous menu. Other keys are 
similarly (and conveniently) defined. 

Running down the above menu, 
Define Data Items is the first thing the 
user will want to do. (Other programs 
refer to data items as "fields.") This is 
where the "dictionary" mentioned 
above becomes important. A feature of 
Acorn 99 is that the dictionary can con
tain up to 100 data items, or fields. 
(fhe user may create multiple dic
tionaries if need be.) 

In defining a data item, the user 
assigns a name (up to 10 uppercase 
characters), the data type (numeric, in
teger, money, string, flag or date), item 
length (up to 240 characters each), item 
description (up to 38 characters used to 
describe the item), data item column 
heading (a phrase or word used to 
describe the data item used as the 
heading of reports) and data item edit 
checking (a range of values specified by 
the user to validate data). 

Data Item Definition is the first step 
toward creating a database. Most file 
managers for the TI allow the user to 
create a limited number of data items, 
or fields, each of which must be used in 
the database. Acorn 99, however, 
al lows the user to create a 
"dictionary" of up to 100 data item 
definitions which may be included in a 
database. This dictionary might better 
be described as a depository of data 
field definitions. Having defined and 
saved, say, four or five dozen data en
try fields, the user then turns his atten
tion to defining the database itself. 

(Suffice it to say that data item defini
tions may be edited or deleted from the 
dictionary at any time. The user may 
also print out the dictionary for easy 
reference.) 

The most apparent difference bet
ween Acorn 99 and other database
type programs lies in its record struc
ture. Acorn allows the user to create a 
database that includes up to five dif
ferent but related records. These con
sist of three types: Root record, master 
record and detail records. 

The root record, which the user may 

use at his option, occurs only once in a 
database, such as a checking account 
balance in a database having to do with 
checkbooks. 

The master record consists of up to 
14 data fields, plus a key field. All data 
manager programs for the TI that I am 
familiar with consist solely of master 
records. The key field is the primary 
search field used to locate particular 
records. Acorn 99 uses the first field as 
the key field. A database that consists 
of names, for example, would pro
bably use the last name of persons as 
the key field. Key field entries do not 
have to be unique, thus increasing its 
flexibility in data retrieval. 

If root and master records were all 
that were available, a user could create 
a database definition consisting of up 
to 15 fields, each of which may include 
up to 240 characters, depending on the 
data type. But Acorn 99 goes beyond 
this by offering three sets of detail 
records associated with the · master 
record. Each detail record consists of 
up to 14 data entry fields, for a total of 
42 fields. Taken with the master record 
and root record, up to 58 entry fields 
may be included in a single database. 
That is much more than twice the 
number of entry fields available on any 
other TI database or file manager pro
gram that I am aware of. Acorn 99 
refers to this collection of master and 
detail records as a record group. 

Detail records are retrieved after 
calling up a master record. Each of the 
detail records may be reviewed sequen

tially. Although the Acorn 99 manual 

goes to some length to describe how 
best to integrate detail records with 
master records in a logical fashion, 
they may be used in much the same 
way as fields in a master record. The 
essential difference between master 
and detail records is that only fields in 
a master record may be searched and 
sorted. 

All of the definition and data entry 
functions of Acorn 99 are fully promp
ted. I am omitting specific mention of 
the various menus because of space 
limitations. 

Having defined a database by deter
mining which data entry fields will be 
placed where, the user saves the 
database definition under a given name 
and loads the database creation pro
gram. This prngram, which loads out 
of the utility disk, formats a disk file 
for data storage. The user is prompted 
for the number of master and detail 
records· he wants to re�erve space for.· 
Having entered this information, the 
program calculates the number of 
master and detail records that will fit in 
a single sector. If the sector count ex
ceeds 357 the program issues a warn
ing, 357 being the number of sectors 
available for Acorn files on a single
sided disk. (The database creation pro
gram reserves several sectors for a con
trol sector, root records and an index. 
The index is used to store the master 
record key field.) 

Those with a double-sided or 
double-density disks may ignore this 
warning and calculate whether the sec
tor count exceeds the capacity of 
double-sided and double-density disks. 
The program then asks whether entries 
into the key field may be duplicated or 
whether the key entry must be unique. 
(Being able to duplicate the key field is 
extremely useful for databases that use 
names, ZIP codes or similar data as the 
primary search or key field. One may 
enter the names of numerous Smiths 
and Joneses and be able to search 
records for all of them.) The user is 
also prompted as to whether to keep 
records in the entry sequence. Finally, 

(Please tum to Page 38)
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99/4A COMPUTERS 

ONLY $58.95* 
(Brand New Full 1 Year Warranty) 

Join and Support Your99/4A National Assistance Group 

For "Today and Tomorrow" 
"The World's Largest Computer Assistance Group" 

Now Serving Thousands Of

99 I 4A owner members in all 50 states and in 23 countries/ 

*You pay $78.95 for Tl 99/4A Computer
and get a $20.00 Software Coupon FREE

Your Net Price $58.95 
► NEW 128K Memory Card with Ram

Disk and Print Spooler

► Special To Members
NOW AVAILABLE 

► 

► 

► 

Extended -BASIC ........... $48. 95 ► WE STOCK OVER 1500

1st Quality 
½ Height 

DSDD Disk Drives 
Full 1 Year Warranty 

$97 .00 ea. or 2 for $193.95 

Box of i'O Nashua Diskettes 
$8.90 

Multi-Plan with Upgrade 
$38.95 

ACCESSORIES AT 
SIMILAR SAVINGS TO 
MEMBERS-SEE OUR 

MEMBERSHIP PACKAGE 
FOR MANY MORE 

SPECIALS AVAILABLE 

► For more Information, call 24 hours

COMING SOON I

SUPER COMPUTER 

(305) 583-0467

99/8 UPGRADE AVAILABLE NEXT MONTH I
·······-----·-···--------·---·--··--·----------·---····------------------

Please enroll me as a member of 99/4A National Assistance Group; enclosed is a check or money order for $10.00 for a 1 

year membership. Please send me my complete membership package including discount software and accessories list, mon-

thly updates on new products and software available to me and my family. I also will receive my membership number for 
any technical assistance I may need. 

LAST NAME ________ FIRST NAME ________ MID. INIT. ______ _ 

ADDRESS CITY STATE _______ _ 

ZIP _________ ,PHONE. _________ DATE ________ _ 

(Your membersh{p package will be mailed within 24 hours/) 

99 I 4A NATIONAL ASSISTANCE GROUP 

National Headquarters, Box 290812, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33329, Attn: Membership Division 
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OAK TREE SYSTEMS ACORN 99-

(Continued from Page 36)

the user is prompted to give a name to 
the database. From there the program 
takes over and reserves the space for 
the database. Acorn 99 files may reside 
on the same disk as the Acorn program 
or on any other disk. 

Now that we've defined and created 
a database, we switch to the Acorn 99 
system disk. This disk includes pro
grams to enter data, query databases 
and create report formats. The system 
disk is also used to set system defaults 
for the number of disk drives to be us
ed, printer name and codes for normal 
and compressed type fonts. 

The update program includes 
segments for adding record groups, up
dating and deleting existing record 
groups. The user is prompted for each 
entry when adding a record and then 
asked whether corrections need to be 
made before the data is added to the 
datab'ase. To update a record, the user 
is prompted for the key record. The 
record is then read to the screen where 
it may be changed and resaved. 
Deleting a record requires entering the 
key field. The master record is then 
displayed on the screen and the user 
must verify that the deletion is to be 
made before the command is executed. 
The master and all detail records 
associated with it are deleted upon ex
ecution. 

Acorn 99 offers a query program 
that can be very useful, particularly as 
the database increases in size. Through 
the query program, the user has the op
tion of displaying selected records, 
creating a subset file, selecting a subset 
file or cancelling a subset file. 

A basic function of the query pro
_gram is to search the database for 
records based on user-defined criteria. 
As with many data management pro
grams, the search is based on the use of 
logical operators: equal to, unequal to, 
greater than or less than. In querying 
Acorn 99 the user is presented with a 
master record template for the 
database on which the query is to be 
made. The cursor appears sequentially 
at each data field. Each field at this 
point contains a period, which is the 

ACORN 99 

LISTING OF DICTICJ'-IARY "DSK2.DICTICJ'-IARY" 

DATA ITEM TY LEN DESCRIPTION 

FIRSTNAME s I 0 Fir-�t Nam• 

LASTNAHE s 15 Last Nam• 

ADDRESS S 24 ADDRESS 
CITY s 13 City 

STATE s 2 STATE 

ZIP N 5 ZIP Cod• 
ORGAN I ZATN S 40 ORC-.AN I ZAT I ON 

WORKPHONE S 8 Wor-1< Phon• 
HOMEPHONE s 8 Hom• Phon• 

MEETINGS s 12 He•ting Oat• 

TYPE s 15 Type of Organization 

REQUIRE s 25 Pr-erequ is i tes 

LOCATION s 25 Place of Bus. i ness 
PURPOSE S 50 Purpose 

OPGNAME s 20 Org. Name 

HOURS s 15 Business Hours 
AREA s 20 Area c,f Coverage 

FEES s I 0 Fees/Dues 
AFFILIATE s 25 Affiliation 

MEET ;;> 25 11ee t I no Place 

symbol used to tell the program not to 
· bother with using the field as a search
criteria. Entering an equal sign over the
period tells the program the field is to
be searched for a particular item. The
user then enters the specific item he is
searching for and moves to the next
field.

In addition to the equal sign, other 
symbols include the slash sign, used to 
search for items not equal to the selec
tion criteria; the greater than symbol 
and less than symbol for searches bas
ed on numeric data items. When this 
selection of criteria is finished, the pro
gram searches the database for the rele
vant records. If none is found, a 
message appears to tell you. If a record 
is found, the data from the master 
record is displayed and the user has a 
choice of ending the search, going on 
to the next data item that fits the 
criteria, accessing detail records that 
are associated with the master record 
or outputting the data to a printer. 

Users may search a database on the 
basis of any master record field. It is 
not necessary to use the key entry field. 

Searches based on other than the key 
field take 1-2 seconds per record to ex
ecute. To help speed things up, Acorn 
99 has a provision for creating subsets, 
which are files that contain a list of the 
locations of records which satisfy given 

L. LIH/VALS. UPPER LIM. 

TX TX 

70000 79999 

search criteria. Subsets are efficient 
when used as the basis for sorting data 
in ascending or descending order. A 
subsort can be used to sort the entire 
database or portions of it. Although 
sorts may be conducted on multiple 
items, the use of numeric data as sort 
criteria-is not recommended. 

The report function of Acorn 99 is 
probably the least developed segment 
of the entire program. The report 
generator allows the user to decide 
whether to use data item headings, the 
number of lines per page and a choice 
of two report formats. One format 
prints column heads only at the top of 
each page for all items while the second 
format option prints the headings at 
the start of each record that is printed. 
There is no utility to customize reports 
built into the program, but users may 
create their own Extended BASIC pro
grams to do this. The manual includes 
an example of a customized report 
generator that may be used as a 
template to create report formats. This 
does require a working knowledge of 
BASIC programming. 

Acorn 99 also provides a database 
copy format utility that allows the user 
to merge data from two or more 
databases, copy a subset of records in
to a separate database, provide a 

(Please turn to Page 45) 
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Advanced Diagnostics 

The cutting edge in disk uti I ities 
By CHRIS BOBBITT 

The stagg_ering growth in disk utility 
software over the last two years is one 
of the greatest success stories_ of the 
99/4A community. 

When the 4A was "alive" (as if this 
is "death"), there were practically no 
disk tools for the serious user. After 
October 1983, this software field seem
ed to bloom overnight, as a barren 
desert does after a rainstorm. 

The results of this software 
renaissance are evident. Now available 
are numerous disk copying programs 
such as Floppy Copy, Copy Cat and 
Nibbler; disk cataloging programs such 
as MDI, Master Disk File and Super 
Cataloger, a new disk manager from 
CorComp; and even a few new disk 
sector editors such as Disk Fixer, Disk 
Surgeon 99 and the public domain 
DISKO. However, until recently, the 
99/4A community was only playing 
catch�up to the rest of the computer in
dustry. Such tools are readily available 
for even the lowly Vic-20, although the 
level of sophistication found in the 4A 
programs is a quantum leap above t_he
rest. It wasn't until Miller's Graphics 
wrote Advanced Diagnostics that the 
99/4A led the way into the, second 
generation of disk utilities. 

Advanced Diagnostics is almost a 
logical step above the first generation 
disk utility. It combines the features of 
a disk copier and disk manager, along 
with those of a very sophisticated disk 
ed itor. Advanced Diagnostics 
represent� the cutting edge in disk utili
ty technology, and provides tools only 
dreamed of by most of the computer 
industry. By itself it's an excellent 
reason for owning a 99/4A. 

P e rformance:  Advanced 
Diagnostics features more than 20 
minor functions and numerous minor 
ones. It performs a lot of tasks found 
on disk copiers, editors and managers, 
and a number unique to this program. 

As a disk editor, this program is un
doubtably the most comprehensive 

Rev�ew 
Report Card 

Performance .................. A 
Ease of Use .................... B + 

Documentation ................ A 

Value ......................... A+ 

Final Grade ................... A 

Cost: $19.95 

Manufacturer: Miller's Graphics, 1475 

W. Cypress Ave., San Dimas, CA
91773
Requirements: console, monitor or

TV, disk drive and controller, 32K

memory expansion, and either XB,
Editor/ Assembler or Mini-Memory.

Printer optional.

available. As with the DISKO pro
gram and others, single sectors (256 
byte segments of the disk) may be read 
or written to or from a disk. With this 
function, and some basic knowledge of 
how data is stored on the disk (all ex
plained in depth in the manual), the 
user can repair damaged files or disks 

_ _g_�!�ly and relatively easily. Single_

1, 
1 
135 
99 

bytes of data within a sector may be 
changed, and the new sector rewritten 
to the disk. Advanced Diagnostics 
provides a full screen editor with auto
repeating cursor keys for this purpose, 
and useful keys for moving to the sec
tor before or after the one being edited, 
displaying all the data as ASCII 
characters (the regular character set) or 
as hexadecimal values, erasing all the 
data in a sector, deleting or inserting 
individual bytes in a sector, and dump
ing to a printer any screen. Like 
DISKO, the program will also search 
to see if and where a file exists on a 
disk. 

As a disk editor, Advanced 
Diagnostics (hereafter AD) doesn't just 
stop there, even though the best of the 
rest do. AD allows you to read or write 
whole tracks, which consist of 9 or 18 
sectors each depending upon whether 
the disk has been formatted single
density or double-density. This allows 
you to explore the information the disk 
drive stores BETWEEN sectors-vital 
stuff for the programmers who want to 
create new copy protection schemes, or 
try to squeeze more out of their disk 

t 
t 

(Please tum to Page 40) 

track 
Sector 
Hr.S 
Bad 
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ADVANCED DIAGNOSTICS-

(Continued from Page 39)

drive. Additionally, the program 
allows you to confine all your opera
tions to a single disk drive. 

As a disk manager AD is pretty fair. 
As far as I can tell, however, it wasn't 
designed to function as a disk manager 
at all. It incorporates disk manager 
functions only in order to make the 
program more ; comprehensive and 
easier to use! Using the disk editor, 
you can duplicate most of the func
tions of a disk manager. Files can be 
copied sector by sector, be renamed or 
be deleted. However, unless you are in 
a hurry and don't want to load another 
program, other programs do this much 
easier. The program does incorporate a 
number of built-in -functions that 
operate as easily as a disk manager 
does. 

If you need a blank disk, for in
stance, AD will let you initialize and 
check a disk in any format from single
sided, single-density to double-sided, 
double-density with a single command. 
Also available are functions for check
ing a disk for bad sectors and 
generating a catalog of the files on the 
disk. Using the Commahd Files func
tion you can load mini-programs to 
copy disks, reformat them, or perform 
any number of specific tasks. More on 
this function later, though. All in all, 
AD will do almost anything the Disk 
Manager II cartridge will do, usually 
faster, but in some cases perhaps not as 
easily. 

AD has a number of commands 
never seen before in any disk utility. 
One of the most unusual commands is 
the one that lets the user set the 
head/step time of the disk drives. The 
head/ step time is the time it takes in 
millionths of a second for a disk drive's 
read/write head to move along the 
disk. The longer the head/step time, 
the slower the disk drive operates. 
With the CorComp Disk Controller, 
which allows you· to set the head/ step 
time of each disk drive independently 
of the others with a dip switch, this is 
useful in finding the optimum time for 
each disk drive. With all disk con-

trollers, this allows you to speed up 
some operations to the limit of the 
drives. 

A number of functions that are pure
ly diagnostic in nature are also includ
ed. A particularly interesting one tests 
each byte of RAM in the computer to 
see if it's perfectly functional. This 
check entails up to 963,072 separate 
memory tests, yet takes only a minute 
at most! It may be useful to know 
whether a newly purchased console 
works as tt should. Another function 
tests the motor speed of disk drives. 
The program provides a nice graphic 
display of the tested rotations per 
minute of the specified drive. If the 
graph's pointer consistently jumps out 
of the safe zone, the disk drive may 
need repair. This is also very useful for 
testing new or old disk drives, if the 
test is accurate at all (not to cast asper
sions). No matter how interesting 
these routines may be, they are only 
useful if the user understands what he 
or she is testing. 

AD has a number of commands that 
allow you to customize the program to 
your own system and preferences. By 
altering a Command File called 
DIACONFIG, you can set screen col
ors to your taste, select a single disk 
drive for operations, specify the output 
device name and even display a friend
ly welcome message on the screen. 

Any and all of AD's commands can 
be placed in Command Files which, 
with the exception of DIACONFIG 
which is executed at program startup, 
can be selectively loaded and executed 
at any time. Command files are, in 
fact, mini-programs, and AD is, in 
fact, a complete programming 
language as well as a utility. Com
mand Files can be written with TI
Writer or any other compatible word 
processor. They have a definite syn
tax, and can contain special commands 
to display text, cause the program to 
beep, pause for a key press or pause for 
a specific duration. They can incor
porate ANY of the advanced com
mands found in the program. Codes 

representing certain key presses can 
also be included in Command Files. 
The ability to program a program is 
common on many second generation 
products; DBASE II, the second
generation database program for the 
IBM computers, is a well-known exam
ple. 

You don't have to learn how to write 
programs for AD to utilize it fully. As 
a matter of fact, a number of Com
mand Files (read programs) that per
form several very useful and semi
obvious tasks are packaged with AD. 
BOXFORMAT, for instance, allows 
you to initialize and check a whole box 
of disks, and assign them successive 
names, in about the same time it takes 
a disk manager program to do five or 
so. 

The list of packaged Command Files 
include the disk tests R + WTEST, 
READTEST and SEEKTEST, the last 
of which is useful in determining the 
optimum head/step time for your disk 
dr ives .  Also included are  
DSKCOPYl-2, which initializes the 
disk in drive two and copies the con-

. tents of the disk in drive one onto the 
new disk as fast as any of the disk co
pying programs; INSTALLMGR, 
which allows you to place the Cor
Comp Disk Manager on the program 
disk if you have the · CorComp Disk 
Controller; and DISKHEAl)ER, 
which makes a disk look freshly in
itialized to the computer. The fact that 
you can write your own usef4l routines 
just makes AD even more exciting. 

The program executes flawlessly, 
loads relatively quickly and is so useful 
that it is one of my nominees for all
time best TI99/4A program. 

Ease of Use: The program, while ex
ceptionally powerful, is not as easy to 
use as some. The commands have to 
be TYPED in, not selected at some 
menu. While this facilitates those 
wonderful Command Files, and is 
demonstrably more flexible, it does 
make the program somewhat harder to 
use for non-typists or those people who 
can't readily memorize 30 or so com-

(Please tum to Page 45) 



Freeware ( or nearly so) 

Freeware policies 
This page is a regular feature of MICROp

endium. MICROpendium makes no claims as 
to the validity of any Freeware offer nor is 
there any guarantee that any software will be 
suitable for any purpose. 

Freeware requirements: 
-disks sent for freeware s hould be
initialized;
-unless otherwise stated, you must include a 
stamped, self-addressed return mailer to 
receive the freeware; 
-be patient (those offering Freeware are not
doing it for a profit); 
-report any problems you h ave to
MICROpendium. 

Software updates 
MICROpendium is offering file updates for Tl-Writer and 

Microsoft Multiplan. Also offered at no charge is Super Bugger 
and an Extended BASIC loader for Tl-Forth. 

The Tl-Writer enhancements offer new printer defaults and 
true lowercase letters. Multiplan enhancements include an 
auto-repeating cursor thot speeds up program operation. The 
Forth loader allows Tl-Forth to be used with Extended BASIC 
rather than the Editor/Assembler. Super Bugger is on improved 
ve,..lon of Tl-Debugger 

Tl-Writer and Multiplon updotes all fit on o single-sided disk. 
Super Bugger w·ill fit on a single-sided disk. All three will fit on o 
double-sided diskette. The Forth loader requires o single-sided 
diskette. Order the Forth loader separately from the updates and 
SBUG. Send the appropriate number of diskettes to Freewore, 
c/o MICROpe�dium, P.O. Box 1343, Round Rock, TX 78680. 

Tl-Forth is also available. The cost is $20 and includes the 
232-page manual, the system disk with screens, o demo disk, 
postage and packaging. Purchasers ore asked to include two in
itialized· single-sided diskettes. MICROpendium will supply o 
third disk containing the source code for Tl-Forth at no extra 
charge. 

To order, send check or money order and two diskettes to 
Forth, c/o MICROpendium, P.O. Box 1343, Round Rock, TX 
78680. 

Free access library 
Amnion Helpline is offering Tl users its Free Access Library of 

public domain software. The library consists of ICM diskettes fill
ed with programs for the Tl99/4A. 

The library Is operated as a non-profit entity by Dr. Guy-Stefan 
Romano, director of Amnion Helpline. The helpline is a free in
formation service for Tl users who hove questions about products 
and other aspects of home computing. 

The library provides "volumes" of programs. There ore 37 
diskettes, or volumes, of games; 10 diskettes of graphics
oriented progroms; 16 music-oriented diskettes; 14 diskettes of 
learning materials in many categories; eight diskettes of finan
cial and business programs; seven diskette; of technical, scien
tific and statistical programs; six diskettes of personal and home 
use programs; and 6.5 diskettes with miscellaneous programs 
ranging from baseball statistics to programming utilities. There 
are also o limited number of Pascal and Forth programs 
available. 

Volumes ore $5 each. The cost includes the single-sided · 
diskette, mailer and postage. Users may send their own disket
tes ond return postage and mailer and obtain volumes for $2.50 
each. Romano asks that users send no money until writing for in
formation, as there ore programs for which no copying fee is 
charged. 

Volumes on double-sided diskettes ore $8, $4 if the purchaser 
sends a diskette, mailer and postage. 

All programs may be copied and redistributed freely as long 
as no charge is mode for them. 

The library also will supply particular programs to fit specific 
purposes to any user who sends on initialized diskette with 

return mailer and postage. Enclose a note describing the type of 
program desired. Amnion will return the diskette with programs 
that fit the description. 

Users ore encouraged to donate programs to the library. 
There is no payment. Include a note stating that the program 
submitted is to be placed in the public domain. 

Order forms for software volumes ore available from the 
library. For more information, contact Amnion Helpline at (415) 
753-5581 from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. (Pacific time) or write to 116 Carl 
St., San Francisco, CA 94117 .. 

Free utilltles 
Danny Michael, of Route 9, Box 460, Florence, AL 35620, hos a 

freewore screen dump and a program called Neatlisl. 
The screen dump is written in assembly language and is un

protected. It requires XBASIC and works with Epson/Gemini
type printers. The program includes instructions and fully com
mented source code. 

Neotlist is on assembly language utility for XBASIC program
mers. Neatlist produces on orderly listing of programs that can 
be a time-saver in debugging and modifying programs. The pro
gram allows the user to set margins for program listings as well 
as starting and ending line numbers. Listings include easy to 
read program lines and a list of variables used in the main and 
subprograms. If you like it, he says, you may pay him for the 
program, but not more than $10. If you don't like it, "you keep it 
anyway," he soys. He asks that you give copies of the program 
to others. Send one disk for each program. Or send $5 for each 
program and he will supply the disk, mailer and postage. 

Free craps game 
Romsoft Enterprises, 1501 E. Chapmon Ave., Suite 338, Fuller

ton, CA 92631, is offering ii$ Computer Crops game as Freewore. 
The game formerly sold for $14.95. The game requires XBASIC 
and expansion memory. Instructions ore included as o file that 
con be read by Tl-Writer. 

On cassette 
Robert D. Temple, 602 E. Franklin St., Kenton, OH 4332b-20I5, 

is offering several small programs in console BASIC. The pro
grams are used in stole lottery games to pick either 3, 4 or 6 
numbers completely ot random using the RANDOMIZE and RND 
command. Another program picks every possible combination 
of numbers In Lotto-type games. Send o cassette for the pro
grams. 

Free routines 
Silver Wolf Software, P.O. Box 4242, Santo Rosa, CA 95402, is 

offering o collection of assembly language routines written for 
the NORCAL Tl99/4A User Group. The utilities include a routine 
to save and recall on entire screen of text, a routine that creates 
lowercase letters with true descenders and o complete chart of 
ASCII characters, alongside their code values. The routines re
quire XBASIC, disk system and memory expansion. Send o disk 
with return mailer and postage. 

Sprite Builder 
John Taylor, 2170 Estaline Dr., Florence, AL 35630, is offering 

Sprite Builder os freewore to Tl users. The program is used to 
design double-sized sprites. An Extended BASIC-assembly 
language hybrid, the program requires a di�k drive, expansion 
memory and Extended BASIC. A speech synthesizer and printer 
ore optional. 

Those who order must send either two single-sided or one 
double-sided disk. Included are a cassette version and disk ver
sion of Sprite Builder, disk and cassette documentation that may 
be coiled to the screen or dumped _to a printer, fully commented 
assembly language source code or,d 115 predefined sprite pat
terns that the user may modify or merge with existing programs. 
Sprite Builder hos 22 active functions which are accessed with o 
single key press. 

Those who wish to obtain the programs without sending disl<s 
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and prepaid return mailers may do so by sending $5 for o 
double-sided version or $7.50 for two single-sided disks. 

Texnet freeware 
lexnet, the Texas Instruments electronic network operating on 

The Source, offers some 250 downloadable programs at no 
charge to Source subscribers. For more information, write Tex
net al Soft Moil Inc , P.O. Box 745, Rockwall, TX 75087. 

Weather ·foreca$ter 
Gary Cox offers two programs. The first is called "Weather 

Forecaster," and Cox says it will forecast the weather for any 
place in the U.S. "with what I think of as a fair degree of ac
curacy." The second is a game called "Lawnmower" in which 
the user tries to mow the yiud while his irtitable neighbor tries to 
kill him and a dog tries to bite him. "Weather Forecaster" re
quires Extended BASIC, 32K and a disk system. "Lawnmower" 
requires Extended BASIC; speech synthesizer is optional. Cox 
says he asks SS for the two programs "if the users think they arc 
worth it. However, regardless of whether or not I receive any 
money I encourage people to copy and distribute my programs." 

Those interested may send an initialized disk, mailer and return 
postage to Gary Cox, 3174 Melbourne, Memphis, TN 31827. 

TRIVIA 99er 
A game program, TRIVIA 99cr, is being offered as Frecwarc. 

The game runs in XBASIC and can be played by 1-4 players or 
teams, and was written by Robert L. Wessler. 

Wessler writes: "Extra disk labels are available for the asking, 
and user groups may request several dozen for their members. A 
self-addressed stamped envelope should accompany the request 
for labels." 

To receive the program, send an initialized disk, packaging and 
return postage, or SS for the disk, disk mailer and postage, to 
Robert L. Wesler, 4300 Frazier, Fort Worth, TX 7611S. 

Two music disks 
Bill Knecht of the Houston Users Group is offering two disks of 

mu,ic programs. All songs include graphics, some animated. 
The first d,sk includes o musical load program and o collection 

of popular and folk tunes, including the U.S. and Canadian na
tional anthems. 

The second disk includes o unique load program and o collec
tion of hymns, including o Christmas medley. 

The programs are wril!en in XBASIC and require memory ex
pansion and two disks. For o copy of these, you may send two 
SSSD disks and a prepaid mailer, OR a check for $6 for both, to 
Bill Knecht, 815 Yorkshire, Pasadena, TX 77503. 

Two programs 
Two disks of public domain software ore available from David 

R. Romer, 213 Earl St., Walbridge, OH 43465. Send $6 per disk to 
cover costs of the disk, postage and handling. 

Homebrew Module Software includes four stand-alone pro
grams as well as a loader system to provide tit.le screen menu ac
cess to "Load and Run" E/A programs. The programs-Single 

(Please turn to Page 47) 

Anyone wishing to have a Freeware 

announcement included on this page may 

do so by submitting a copy and brief des

cription of the program, and a note indicat

ing that it is in the public domain, to 

MICROpendium. The notice will appear 

monthly, subject to approval by the pub

lisher. Freeware announcements will con

tinue to be published until withdrawn by the 

person submitting it. 
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Newsb4tes 

User testing slated 
Navarone Industries has announced 

a program that will give qualified TI 
user groups "a first hand opportunity 
to see, touch and feel new products for 
the 4A before they're released." 

User groups will be able to evaluate 
the products and suggest features and 
new products that they would like. 

Navarone has recently reached an 
agreement with DataBioTics to 
manufacture and publish new software 
products for the 4A. William Hadley, 
Navarone's director of marketing, says 
the two firms expect to release at least 
eight new products jointly over the 
next year. 

Hadley said that Navarone also has a 
new program to encourage new pro · 
duct developers to publish their pro
grams. 

For further information, contact 
Navarone, 19968 El Ray Lane, Sonora, 
CA 95370 or (209) 533-8349. 

Games now· on disk 
Not-Polyoptics has announced that 

its two most popular software game 
programs, Winging it, a flight 
simulator for the TI99/4A, and Khe 
Sanh, simulation of the famous bat
tlefield of Vietnam, are now being pro
duced on a disk forinat compatible 
with the TI99/ 4 and 4A, in addition to 
their format on cassette tape. 

Gene Harter, general partner of Not
Polyoptics, has announced a new soft
ware product, NORAD, the military 
version of the company's air traffic 
controller simulation, Tower. 

Prices of the new products are Wing
ing It disk, $16.50; Khe Sanh disk, 
$19.50; and NORAD cassette, $18, 
disk $19.50. 

These products or a free catalog are 
available from Not-Polyoptics, P .0. 
Box 4039, Woodbridge, VA 22191. 

Tl, IBM PC can talk 
Intelpro announces Upwards!, a 

package that allows communication 
via a short cable between a TI and an 
IBM PC, to be released Sept. 1. 

Both computers are operated from 
the IBM keyboard, according to Allen 
Swett of Intelpro. 

The program ''is to transmit data 
files between the two computers, which 
Upwards! accomplishes at 8,000 bytes 
per minute in either direction." 

Swett emphasizes that the name, 
"Upwards!" refers to the function of 
uploading, and is not meant to suggest 
that ''moving from one computer to 
another elevates a person's social 
status.'' 

To operate the program, an IBM-PC 
with a single RS232 cord and an ap
propriate cable and a fully configured 
TI system are required. 

He estimates that the price will be 
less than $80. 

The TI end of Upwards! is written in 
Forth and the IBM end in Turbo 
Pascal. 

For further information, contact In
telpro, 5825 Baillargion St., Brossard, 
Quebec, Canada J4Z lTl, or (514) 
656-8798.

Swett also noted that the Compa
nion word processing program from 
Intelpro is now available in a French 
language as well as an English version. 

Schedule Manager 
Asgard Software has released 

Schedule Manager, a program which 
integrates the functions of "a large ap
pointment book, a useful calendar and 
a handy notebook," according to 
manufacturers. 

They further state that data from 
one function can be passed to the 
others with a single command, and that 
the program features complete pull
down menus and interactive windows 
''straight from a certain well-known 
Apple computer.'' 

Prompts are in English, and the 
manufacturers say the program 
features a powerful and extensive Help 
utility. The program has more than 16 
different menu options, a full-screen 
editor, complete print · options and 
assembly language speed. The 
manufacturers say Schedule Manager 
can be used for keeping a weekly, mon-

thly or quarterly schedule; keep\ng lists 
(such as of names and phone numbers; 
or maintaining a log of expenses. 

The program requires Extended 
BASIC, a 32K memory expansion unit 
and a single disk drive. A printer is op
tional. 

Suggested price is $29.95. The un
protected program can be obtained 
from dealers or from Asgard Software, 
P .0. Box 10306, Rockville, MD 20850. 

Stock analyst 
Arcade Action Software, 4122 N. 

Glenway, Wauwatosa, WI 53222, is 
marketing a package called Wall Street 
Analyst for the 99/4A. The program is 
available on diskette or cassette. Both 
run out of console BASIC. The price is 
$40. Documentation consists of a 
45-sector BASIC program that may be
read on the screen or output to a
printer.

Wall Street Analyst consists of 22 
programs and files totaling 339 sectors. 
Included are functions for trend 
analysis, portfolio management, 
security analysis balance sheet, security 
analysis statistics and market evalua
tion. All calculations are done by the 
program, based on input from stock 
exchanges and financial publications. 

Newsbytes is a column of general information 

for TI99/4A users. It includes product an

nouncements and other items of interest. The 

publisher does not necessarily endorse products 
listed in this column. Vendors and others are en

couraged to submit items for consideration. 
Items submitted will be verified by the staff 
before inclusion and edited to fit .the Newsbytes 

format. Mail items to: MICROpendium, P .0. 

Box 1343, Round Rock, TX 78680. 
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User N□tes 
Quick sort routine 

The following assembly language 
routine was written by David R. Romer 
and John Clulow. It was supplied to 
MICROpendium by Ed York of the 

100 CALL CLEAR :: CALL INIT 
:: CALL SCREENC5):: FOR A=O 
TO 14 :: CALL COLOR(A,16,5): 
: NEXT A :: DISPLAY AT(12,1) 
:"SORT ROUTINE IS BEING LOAD 
ED" •• CALL LOAD( ll DSl<'l • SORT" 
) 
110 DISPLAY AT<2,1>ERASE ALL 

: 
II FIRST NAME: II : : : : 

JI LAST N 
AME: 11 : : FOR B= 1 TO 10 : : AC 
CEPT AT<4,1)SIZE(-28):ASCB): 
: ACCEPT AT<B,l)SIZE(-28):BS 
( B) : : Ct> (8) == B-$ ( B ) & II II &A·$ (8 ) :
: NEXT 8 :: CALL LINK( 11SORT 11 

,C-t>(),10)
120 0=2 :: FOR E=l TO 10 ::

F=POS(CS(E),
11 

11 ,1):: A'f>(E)=S 
EG·$ ( CS < E ) , 1 , F - i ) : : B·! ,; E ) =SE G 
S(CSCE),F+1,LEN(CS(E))-F):: 
DISPLAY AT(0,1) :8·$(E) ; 11 11 ;A·t 
CE):: D=D+2 :: NEXT E 
130 DISPLAY AT(24,1): 11 PRESS 
ENTER TO DO DEMO AGAIN 11 

: : C 
ALL KEY(O,G,H):: IF G<>13 TH 

EN 130 ELSE 110 

Cin-Day (Ohio) Users Group. 
This utility does a full ASCII sort on 

any string array. Use E/ A or TI

Writer to enter the routine and save it 
under the filename SORT. Make sure 
you use OPTION BASE 1 before us
ing. To load, first enter CALL INIT to 
prepare the expansion memory. Then 
enter CALL LOAD("DSKl .SORT"). 
In order to link the utility with data 
stored in an array, use: CALL 
LINK("SORT" ,A$(),A), where A$() 
is the name of the array and 'A' is the 
number of items to be sorted or the 
highest array element used. 

This utility requires Extended 
BASIC, expansion memory and a disk 
system. 

Also below is a brief program that 
demonstrates how Quick Sort works. 
Enter the program and run it, making 
sure that the Quick Sort routine is in 
DSKl. 

Unlimited buffer 

Gary Cox of Memphis, Tennessee, 
writes: 

Those TI users that are using the 
TE2 cartridge for telephone com
munications with bulletin boards or 
pay services have probably noticed that 

OOC'AO AOOOOA07DOA08DOA09DOAOADOAOAFOBOOOOB0001BFFOOBC8087F2ADF 0001 
AOAF8COAFOB02EOCOADOB04COB0201B0002804208200CB0200B4041B90207F2D1F 0002 

AOBOEB834A81316806C0890208834AB1304B0200813008042082034802027F2FBF 0003 
A082480064804C3B04C4BDOEOB8348806C3838C2804C3BDOEOB834CB06C37F254F 0004 
A083ABA10381004B04C48012088348806C4804CAB04C98C820COAF2C00027F270F 0005 

AOB50BC804C00048058AB028ABOOOOB160280460COC588060ABC24ABOA197F2AEF 0006 

A08668C049BOAJJBC321C0002BC361C00048COOCB02018000180202C07D07F2D9F 0007 

A087CBD820COAF4C07DOB042082014BC3CCBC38DB058E8060EB83CEB133A7F21DF 0008 

A0892BCOOEB0201B000180202C0800BD820COAF4C08DOB042082014802017F201F 0009 

AOBA8C07DOB0202C08DOBO�OCOC68B028080001B1301B10E98COOFB02017F286F 0010 

AOBBE80001B0202C080080420820108058FB83CE8131CBCOOFB020J800017F283F 0011 

A0804B0202C09DOBD820COAF4C09008042082014B0201C070080202C09007F2BOF 0012 

AOBEABOoAOCOC688028080002Bl301BlOE9BCOOEB0201B000180202C09007F2C3F 0013 

AOCOOB042082010B10C38COOF802018000180202C070080420820108C04D7F2FEF 0014 

AOC168604F8028180002811088C24ABOA198C04FB0581BC08980Al2BC8817F278F 0015 

AOC2CC0002BC88DC00048058ABC04EB604CB0281800028110BBC24ABOA197F27EF 0016 

AOC428C08980Al2BC88CC00028C04E806018C881C00048058AB0460COB567F286F 0017 

AOC58B04COBC8008837CB02EOB83EOBC2EOCOAFOB0458804C3BD001BC0027F23FF 0018 

AOC6EB94528140lBDOD2806C3805818058289452BlAOBBlB0080603B15F97F27AF 0019 

AOC84BC08089812C070081A04Bl80680200B00038045BB020080001804587F2DBF 0020 

AOC9AB020080002B04587FB76F 0021 

SOAF6SORT 7FD1FF 0022 

99/4 AS 0023 
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the TE2 has a small text buff er which 
retains about four screens full of data 
and any over that is scrolled off. Using 
the following procedures you can ob
tain an almost unlimited text buff er for 
a cost of almost free! (This will work 
only with acoustic modems.) 

First go to Radio Shack and buy a 
Telephone Pickup cord used to record 
telephone conversations (Cat44-533). 
It only costs about $1. 99. You will 
notice on one end a suction cup which 
has a microphone in it. The other end 
has a jack to plug into the microphone 
jack of a tape recorder. Place the suc
tion cup on the listening piece of your 
telephone and plug the other end into 
your recorder's microphone jack. Then 
press record and call the modem ser
vice and perform all operations as nor
mal. When you are through and log off 
rewind the tape. Now with your TE2 
and system set up as if you were going 

to call, put your modem on originate 
and press play on the recorder. Place 

the speaker of the recorder near the 
listening piece of the modem and ad
just the volume only loud enough for 
the ready light (carrier detect light) to 
come on. Everything that you did while 
connected will be displayed just exactly 
as it happened. You may press fast for

ward on the recorder if you wish to ad
vance ahead. 

One word of caution, keep the suc
tion cup microphone away from 
transformers, televisions, or any elec

trical. device, as they will cause a hum
ming noise interfering with the recor
ding. Of course you will have to have 

the microphone close to the modem 
but only a slight humming noise will be 
detected and your modem should filter 
out the noise when you play the tape 
back. As an alternative to using the in
ternal speaker in the recorder, you 

could purchase a pillow speaker from 
Radio Shack which you can place on 
top of the cup on the modem which 
will give a better signal and you do not 
have to listen to the noise from the 
speaker. 

(Please turn to Page 44) 
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User N□tes 
(Continued from Page 43) 

Decimal to binary_ 
Jose E. Palmieri, of North Miami 

Beach, Florida, writes: 
"Upon studying Prof. Vladimir 

Swass' Introduction to Computer 
Science' (Barnes & Noble Outline 
Series) it came to my mind an idea for 
designing a program for the TI99/ 4A 
for conversion of decimal integers to 
the binary system. 

As you will see, the program allows a 
choice for either having the results 
displayed on the screen or having them 
on the screen and on a printout at the 
same time.'' 

The program runs out of Extended 
BASIC and is designed for use with a 
Gemini printer. However, it should 
operate as is with most dot-matrix 
printers. 

100 REM * CONVERSION OF INTE 
GER DECIMAL NUMBERS TO BINAR 
y *

110 REN <VERSION: SCREEN OR 
SCREEN & PRINTOUT) 
120 REM BY J.E. PALMIERI 
130 REM Tl EXTENDED BASIC 
140 CALL CLEAR 
150 DIM 8$(100) 

160 PRINT TA8(2);"----------
_______________ .. 

170 PRINT 
180 PRINT TAB(8);"CONVERSION 

OF" 
190 PRINT TAB(3);"INTEGER DE 
CIMAL NUMBERS" 
200. PRINT TAB< 6); 0 TO BINARY
NUMBERS 11

210 PRINT
220 PRINT TAB(2); 0

----------

---------------" 

230 PRINT :: PRINT 
240 PRINT TA8(2);"ENTER ••o• 
u TO LEAVE PROGRAM 11

250 PRINT :: PRINT
260 PRINT :: PRINT
270 PRINT 11 YOUR CHOICE: 

SCREEN ONLY 
- 1 SCREEN & PRINTE 

R - 2" 
280 INPUT C 
290 ON C GOTO 350,310 

300 PRINT 
310 CALL CLEAR 
320 OPEN #l:11 PI0 11 

330 PRINT #1: "DECIMAL" ;TAB( 1 
6); "BINARY" 
340 PRINT #1 

350 CALL CLEAR 
360 PRINT 11 DECIMAL 11 ;TA8(16); 
11 BINARY 11

370 S=l 
380 DISPLAY AT(l,1):"DECIMAL 
NUMBER: II 

390 ACCEPT AT<l,17)BEEP:D 
400 0$=STR$( D) 
410 IF D=O THEN 690 
420 PRINT TA8(5)-LEN(D$);D; 
430 IF C=l THEN GOSUB 530 EL 
SE 470 
440 PRINT TAB(22)-LEN(X$);X$ 
450 X$= 11 

• 

460 GOTO 370 
470 PRINT #1:TAB<5>-LEN(0$); 
D; 
480 GOSUB 530

490 PRINT #1:TA8(22)-LEN(X$) 

;X$ 
500 PRINT TAB(22)-LEN(X$);X$ 
510 X$=1111 

520 GOT_O 370 

530 Q=D/2 
540 IF Q=.S THEN 640 
550 R=(Q-JNT(Q))*2 
560 IF R=O THEN 570 ELSE 590 

570 8$( S)=" 0 • 
580 GOTO 600 
590 8$(S)= 11 t• 
600 Q=INT<O) 
610 Q=Q/2 
620 S=S+ 1 
630 GOTO 540 
640 8$(S)=•t• 

650 FOR L=S TO 1 STEP -1 
660 X$=X$&8$(L) 

670 NEXT L 

680 RETURN 
690 END 

More on heat sinks 
Our March issue carried a hardware 

fix to replace the black heat sinks in the 
black and silver console's power board 
and a letter to the editor in May took 
issue with the advisability of it. Now, 
here are further comments from the 

newsletter of the Upstate 99/4A Users 
Group in Albany, New York: 

"I had purchased several of the 
boards just because they were TI parts 
without knowing just what I was going 
to do with them. After reading the first 
article (before the letter was printed) I 
decided to try changing mine. It wasn't 
as easy in my older black console. The 
plug for the new board is right on the 
board. Mine was in the middle of the 
wire between the power supply board 
and the main computer board. This 
made it necessary to unsolder the plug 
from the new board and replace it with 
the wires from the old board. Before 
connecting the new power supply to the 
computer it is very important to test it 
for proper voltages. I found one (out 
of four) that would have blown my 
main board sky high. Twenty-five volts 
instead of five. Smoke! I I There is a 
place for the LED resistor and the LED 
itself. If you choose to use your old 
LED a 470 ohm to check resistor will 
give you almost the exact same 
brightness .... -The reason the new supp
ly runs cooler is because of a different· 
circuit design, not the shape or color of 
the heat sink. But, remember if you 
choose to try this, it's at your own 
risk." 

From Radio Shack 
For CC-40 owners, Dan H. Eicher of 

Beech Grove, Indiana, notes that 
Radio Shack sells calculator stands. 
The stands work perfectly with the 
CC-40 to make viewing much easier, he
says, noting that you will need two of
them.

We have also been told that Radio 
Shack sells batteries that can be used to 
replace the battery in the Mini Memory 
Module at $7 .SO. TI will replace the 
battery for a bit under $40. 

User Notes is a column of tips and ideas 

designed to help readers put their home com

puters to better use. The information provided 

here comes from many sources, including Tl 

home computer user group newsletters. 

MICROpendium will pay $10 for any item sent 

in by readers that appears in this column. Mail 

tips to: MICROpendium, P .0. Box 1343, 

Round Rock, TX 78680. 
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mands. 
Fortunately, commands can be 

entered as either whole words 
(somewhat lengthy) or as simple 
mnemonics or abbreviations. For ex
ample, the command to test the com
puter's memory can be entered either 
as "CHECK MEMORY" or "CM"; 
the result is the same either way. This 
speeds command entry somewhat for 
the advanced user, and yet it is still 
easy enough for beginners to get the 
feel of the program quickly. Quite 
nice. 

The only other difficulty I have with 
the program, after using it for nearly a 
month, is that I still find myself 
periodically looking at the command 
list in the instruction manual. Ideally, 
Miller's Graphics should have included 
a quick reference chart, perhaps like 
the one for that other great program 
that requires commands to be typed in, 
TI-Writer. Actually, this program is 
only a minor inconvenience, and is 
easily solved if you want to take the 
time to create your own list. 

Despite the rough command entry 
system, the kind people at Miller's 
Graphics did mercifully make the f unc
tion keys of AD similar to the well
established TI pattern (FCTN '' l '' for 
delete, etc.). If you have used any TI
written software for any length of 
time, this program should seem very 
familiar right away, unlike the Cor
Comp Disk Manager which requires 
you to press FCTN "5" or "6" at 
various intervals to move between 
screens-highly irregular and slightly 
unnerving. 

Over all, this program is very easy to 
use for those who are familiar with 
computers in general · and the 4A in 
particular. However, for everyone else 
it may be only somewhat easy to use, 
and at first moderately difficult. 

Documentation: The manual that 
comes with AD is nothing short of ex
cellent. A complete list of commands 
and special keys is provided (a necessi
ty with no reference card), and the ex
planations of the functions are well-

written and to the point. Numerous 
well-labeled diagrams explain the 
features that may be hard to grasp. Ad
ditionally, the manual provides 
background information on disk drives 
and how they store data, all of which 
may not be too useful unless you are 
technically oriented, but still it is quite 
interesting reading. Also included are 
complete descriptions of the sectors on 
the disk where files and the disk itself 
are described. This information is 
essential for repairing damaged disks, 
and the Miller's Graphics explanation 
is by far more extensive than the infor
mation published with other disk 
editors. All in all, this manual is very 
informative and very well done. 

Value: AD is undoubtably one of 
the most valuable programs you could 
ever purchase. Not only is it the most 
complete disk editor available, it's also 
an excellent disk manager, a workable 
disk copier and a fine tool for diagnos
ing your computer's ills. Purchasing 
all these utilities separately could well 
run into the hundreds of dollars! AD 
is a state-of-the-art program, and it is 
at least as good as the best on any other 
computer. It is programmable and 
simple to use once mastered and in
cludes excellent and complete 
documentation. 

If you have an interest in fixing -
damaged disks, if you want to know 
more about your disks or if you have 
need of any of the fantastic utilities in
cluded to make using your computer so 
much less complicated, then this pro-

. gram is recommended highly. There is 
no better program for this job! 

ACORN 99-

(Continued from Page 38) 
sorted copy of a database and remove 
data items from all of the records of a 
database. This option also allows the 
user to add an item to a record after 
data has already been entered into the 
database. 

.Keformatting · options allow the user 
to increase or decrease the length of a 
data item, change the sequence of 
items within a record, add a new item 
to any record, delete an item from any 
record and move an item from the 
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master record to a detail record. In 
addition, the user has the option of 
directly accessing his databases 
through Extended BASIC programs. 
Acorn 99 provides a set of commands, 
each of which performs a single func
tion, such as locating a record. A ''pre
processor'' utility is included that con
verts the commands, which are embed
ded in user-written programs, into Ex
tended BASIC statements. Most users 
will probably use this Extended BASIC 
support to design custom printouts. 
The manual provides detailed descrip
tions of how to use Extended BASIC 
orogramming with Acorn 99. 

Ease of Use: The fact that Acorn 99 · 
is "different" from other data 
managers for the TI makes it challeng
ing to learn. However, I found nothing 
about it that was not addressed in the 
manual. Having run through the pro
cess of defining and creating a 
database once� the user will be able to 
get down to business with no problem. 
Integrating Extended BASIC programs 
for custom data retrieval and printouts 
should not be difficult for anyone who 
is familiar with BASIC programming. 

Documentation: Acorn 99 comes 
with as good of a manual as I have seen 
produced by a third-party. It is in the 
same league� the manual that comes 
with the Companion word processor. 
It takes the user through the program 
in a step-by-step tutorial and provides 
a wealth of reference material and ap
pendices in its 100 pages. It includes an 
extremely well-defined table of con
tents. The last 30 pages has to do with 
Oak Tree System's Display Enhance
ment Package, which provides the 
40-column text mode out of which the
program operates.

Value:Acorn 99 goes a long way 
toward providing a sophisticated 
database program for 99 users. 
Because each program segment loads 
separately, using Acorn 99 takes time. 
A fast-loading utility would be very 
helpful in this regard. Users with a 
single disk-drive may use it without a 
lot of disk swapping because the pro
gram may be saved to the data disk, 
which is not possible with many file 
manager programs. This program of
fers a a lot of flexibility in data handl
ing. It is unique and innovative. 
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Classified 

Policy 
Classified advertising is a unique feature of MICROpendium. 

published in any particular issue. Any damages that result either 
from errors in copy or from failure to be included in any particular 
edition will be limited to the amount of the cost of the advertise
ment itself. The publisher reserves the right to reject any advertise
ment. The cost is 20 cents per word. Classified advertisements must be 

paid in advance. Classified advertisers may request a category 
under which they would like their advertisement to appear, but_ the 
final placement decision is the responsibility of the publisher. 

Classified deadlines will be kept open for as long as practical. 

· The advertiser may elect to publish the advertisement in subse
quent editions at the same charge, payable prior to publication. 
The deadline for carryover classifieds is the same as for new 
advertising. 

For the purpose of classified advertising deadlines, any classified 
ad rec�ived later than the first day of any month cannot be assured 
of placement in the next edition. We will do our best to include 
every advertisement that is submitted in the earliest possible 
edition. 

In submitting an ad, please indicate whether you would like a 
refund if it is not published in the requested edition or whether you 
would like us to hold it for the next edition. Cancellations and 
refunds cannot be made after the second day of the month. 

The publisher offers no guarantee that any advertisement will be 
Send classified advertising to: MICROpendium, P.O. Box 1343, 

Round Rock, TX 78680. 

Software for Sale 

SOFTWARE--THE LOWEST PRICE! 

Shop No Further! A SUPER collection 
of 140 terrific cassette programs for 
your Tl99/ 4A. Each program at the 
UNBEATABLE PRICE of 50 cents. Why 
pay more? Free catalog/bonus 
coupon. Hours of fun! The Exchange, 
MC-15, 1 P.O. Box 46, Sterling, VA
22170. Visa/Mastercard. SASE ap
preciated. (703) 435-2789. The AF
FORDABLE software package. v2n7

Tl99 / 4A SOFTWARE 

140 programs available, only $3 each! 
Not public domain, not translations, 
not pirated, not brief routines, these 
are absolutely original, innovative 
programs utilizing full color and sound 
capabilities of the Tl99/4A. Games, 
education, music, displays, program
mers' aids, etc. Catalog $1, refun
dable. Tigercub Software, 156 Coll-· 
ingwood, Whitehall, OH 43213. 
v2nl 1 

NUTS & BOLTS 

A diskfull of 100 (I) utility subprograms 
for the Tl99/ 4A in XBASIC MERGE for
mat, ready to merge into your pro
grams. With documentation, just 
$19.95 postpaid! Tigercub Software, 
156 Collingwood, Whitehall, OH 
43213. v2n7 

NEW-CHARACTER SETS AND 

GRAPHICS DESIGN PACKAGE 

Print to Epson or Prowriter compatible 

printers, lines of text using any of the 
specially created character sets, TEN in 
all, or create your own character set to 
print. The sets are made �p of 
characters four line_s high and three 
character blocks across. Package in
cludes many other features. Requires 
XB, 32K, DISK and printer. Select Ep
son or Prowriter version if ordering at 
$17. 95 or send for more information. 
Also available are garne, educational 
and business software and an 
ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE SCREEN IMAGE 
DUMP program that prints screen im
ages to Epson or Prowriter compatible 
printers in just 45 seconds for $15.00. 
Send for catalog to BRIGHT MICRO 
KOMPUTERS, 2781 RESOR ROAD, FAIR-
FIELD, OHIO 45014. v2n8 

FREE GRAPHICS SOFTWARE 

Slay the mighty dragon, TIOMOT, in 
the new 3-D hi-res adventure DRAGON 
SLAYERS. Journey deep within the 
Mountain of Doom. Dark, damp, 
twisted caverns contain hordes of evil 
monsters, traps and secret passages. 
Complete the Quest and receive FREE 
GRAPHICS SOFTWARE. Requires Ex
tended BASIC, 32K expansion and disk 
drive. Send $29. 95 postpaid. SYM
BIOTECH Inc., Dragon Slayers, P.O. 
Box 320, Roscoe, IL 61073-0320. v2n6 

WORLD OF DOOM 

NEW 3-D hi-res graphic adventure 
series for the Tl99/ 4A user seeking the 
ultimate BIG GAME challenge. To 
start, you need our BASIC Quest, 
$14. 95, and Character Generator, 
$7.95. SPECIAL PACKAGE PRICE, 

$16. 95 postpaid. Requires Extended 
BASIC, 32K Expansion and disk drive. 
SYMBIOTECH Inc., Special Offer, P.O. 
Box 320, Roscoe, IL 61073-0320. n2v6 

SUPER BONUS DISK 

This disk contains a Super Home 
Finance Helper program that you can 
use to print your. checks, budget and 
save for large bills. (Contains 4 linked 
programs, totaling 186 sectors, with 
25 + page manual.) Bonus programs 
include: Lister, Cataloger, monthly (3 
variable) Charting and VCR Filer pro
gram. (These programs total more 
than 70 sectors.) Programs written by 
Professional Engineer. Mail $24 to: 
Rodney Wirtz, 3n Loma Ave., Long 
Beach, Calif. 90814. ExB/32K. v2n6 

TIPS FROM TIGERCUB 

For Tl99/4A, full disk of 50 programs, 
routines, files from the well-known 
Tigercub Tips newsletters -1-14. $15 
postpaid. Tigercub Software, 156 Coll
ingwood, Whitehall, OH 43213. v2n8 

PROGRAMS OFFERED 

Baseball card inventory program 
$19.95 
Portfolio management $19.95. 
Options and bond analysis $19. 95. 
Extended BASIC and disk drive re
quired. Richard F. Erznoznik, 2836 
Melhollin Dr., Jacksonville, FL 32216. 

v2n7 

QUIZ GENERATOR 

All-PURPOSE QUIZ GENERATOR for 
Tl99/4A-This program allows you to 
create your own computer-generated 
quizzes on any subject. Features in-



Classified 

elude fill ins, multiple choice and full 

editing capabilities. This program 

makes a great study aid. Requires Ex

tended BASIC. Product carries a full 

money back guarantee. Please 

specify cassette or disk version. Send 

check or money order for $9. 95 s $1. 50 

shipping and handling to JSTI Soft

ware; 70 Stanson Dr.; N. Attleboro, 

MA 02760. v2n6 

PRINTER CONTROL 

GEMINI/EPSON owners-control your 

printer, avoid printing through page 

perforations or punching holes in your 

line numbers. This program allows 

setting of margins, print pitch, perfora

tion skip, etc. Tl99/ 4A BASIC 

listing-$2.00; cassette-$4.00;

Disk-$6.00 PPD. John C. Roberts, 419

Branscomb Road, GCS, FL 32043.

v2n7

THE BASIC DAT A BASE PROGRAM 

CALIFORNIA PROGRAMS, the makers 

of the ROCKETMAN _Checkbook Pro

gram, have completed a new issue to 

complement their checkbook recon

ciliation system. This program will 

allow the user to enter all deductable 

checkbook entries to random access 

file storage. These files can be recall

ed at tax time to provide consecutive 

hard copy- lists of all deductable tax 

items. It also allows for inpub 

designating which tax schedule the 
deductable items post to. This un

protected software is extremely flexi

ble. BASIC programmers will be able 

to alter the code if they want to and 

thereby adapt the program to input 

and store other types of data such as 

business account balances or inven

tories etc. BOB wi 11 establish as many 

files as wanted, of any length. Tl-

99/ 4A, requires disk drive. $8.95. 

Write to CALIFORNIA PROGRAMS 4104 

San Pablo Dam Rd. El Sobrante, Ca. 

94803. (415)222-1626. v2n6 

Tl99/4A EXPANSION BOX 

New Peripheral Expansion Box in 

original (unopened) carton $79. 95 plus 

shipping. Write or call Jack Wittman, 

9 Depping Brook Rd., Sherborn, MA 

01770. (617)655-1071. v2n6 

ARRO-SOFT SYSTEMS 

QUALITY Tl99/4A Software featuring 

USER FRIENDLY MENU DRIVEN pro

grams for HOME & BUSINESS. AR

ROSCRIBE WORD PROCESSOR for per

sonal and business letters, theme and 

term paper writing. CREATE-A-FILE 

personal filing system including mail

ing list management. Other programs: 

INVOICE, AMORTIZE, BIORHYTHM, 

LABELMASTER, TEACHER'S RECORD 

grading & storage, IRA. Also EDUCA

TIONAL SERIES. Send for free catalog. 

ARRO-SOFT SYSTEMS, P.O. BOX 1761, 

EDMOND OK 73083. (405) 341 8567. 

v2n6 

PERSONAL AUDITOR 

An income versus expense or checks 

versus deposits tracking application. 

Ideally suited for the home or small 

business user. Provides fields for ac

count or check number, date of entry, 
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amount paid out, amount deposited 

and account or payee name. Program 

has full editing capabilities, sub-file 

creation of selected entries, report 

generation, totals calculation at any 

point in the file, complete file display 

mode of record number, check/ac

count number, date and name. Holds 

250 records per file. Requires 32K. 

disk, Extended BASIC. Printer required• 

for sub-files. Fully documented. 

$14.95. 

PRK DataBasics Box 2642 Grand Junc-

tion, Colo. 81502 v2,n6 

Books for Sale 

LI MI TED OFFER BOOKS WITH 

slightly damaged covers, 60% Off! 

"PROGRAMS FOR Tl," $5. 98, and "IN

TRODUCTION TO ASSEMBLY," $6. 75. 

(Reviewed May/July 1984). Steve 

Davis Publishing, Box 190831, Dallas 

75219. v2,n6 

Reviewed in MICROpendium 

1984 

February: B-1 Nuclear Bomber, Tandon
TM-100 Disk Drive, Void, Beanstalk Adventure, 
Microsurgeon, On Gaming, Database 500 
March: Star Trek, Escape From Balthazar, 
Garkon's Getaway, Sky Diver, Mail-Call, Pro
writer 8510 Printer 
April: Monthly Budget$ Master, Budget Master, 
Home Budget, Thief, Donkey Kong, Khe Sanh 
May: Companion Word Processor, Q*Bert, 
Mad-Dog I & II, Programs for the TI Home 
Computer 
June: Creative Expressions Accounts 
Receivable/ Accounts Payable, CDC 9409 Disk 
Drive, Starship Concord, Lost Treasure of the 
Aztec, ASW Tactics II 

, July: Theon Raiders, Introduction to Assembly 
Language for the TI Home Computer, Game of 
Wit, Pole Position. 
August: TE-1200, Tower, Galactic Battle, 
Galaxy 
September: Wycove Forth, 99/4 Auto Spell-

FREEWARE-

Check, QUICK-COPYer, Wizard's Dominion, 
Anchor Automation Mk XII Modem 
October: Killer Caterpillar, ZORK I, Defender 
November:  9900 Disk Control ler  
Card/Manager, Super Bugger, Trans tar J 20S 
printer, Floppy-Copy, Data Base-X 
December: Gravity Master, Data Base Manager 
System, Learning 99/4A Assembly Language 
Programming 

1985 

January: Super Sketch, Foundation Computing 
128K Card, PTERM-99, Tl-Runner 
February: Super Extended BASIC, Beginning 
Assembly Language For the TI, ZORK II 
March: Morning Star Software CP/M Card, 
WDS/100 Winchester Disk Drive, Sketch Mate, 
BMC Color Monitor 
April: 9900 Micro Expansion System, 
Disk+ Aid, Gemini JOX-15X 
May: Character Sets and Graphics Design, Draw 
'N Plot 
June: GRAPHX, DAT A BASE I 

(Continued from Page 41) 

Sector Copy, Debug, Disossembler ond TK-Writer looder-ore creoted with the Tl-Writer or E/A editor con be sorted ropidly in 
lood into the BK module RAM ond ore occessed from the title RAM with this utility. The program uses stondord Tl menu formot 
screen menu. They need not be relooded becouse the module is ond sorts DIS/VAR 80 files. Files of Jp to 300 records moy be 
battery bocked. Source progroms ond documentotion ore includ- sorted, using either the quicksort or shellsort olgorithm ond sov-
�d. ed to disk. Files moy olso be printed. Single or bi-level oscending 

Tl-SORT is o mochine longuoge utility thot loods under the Tl- sorts ore supported. Documentation ond o demonstrotion file ore 
Writer ond TK-Writer utility option or Option 5 of E/A. Doto files inclu.ded 
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The ONLY monthly devoted to the 99/ 4A 
Subcription Fees 
$15 for 12 Jssues via domestic third class mail 
$18.50 for 12. issues via domestic first-class 
mail 

$18.50 (U.S. funds) for 12 issues Canadian 
delivery 
$21.50 (U.S. funds) for 12 issues foreign 
delivery via surface mail 
$�5.00 (U.S. funds) for 12 issues foreign 
delivery via air mail 

(Texas residents add 77 cents sales tax) 

Address_ Changes 
Subscribers who move may have the delivery 
of their most recent issue(s) delayed unless 
MICROpendium is notified six weeks in ad
vance of address changes. Please include 
your old address as it appears on your mailing 
label when making an address change. 

Back Issue Policy 
Back issues of MICROpendium are available 
to subscribers only. Those wishing back issues 
may notify us of the issue(s) desired and in
clude $1.35 per issue desired in a check or 
money. order. ·(U.S. and Canada; Texas 

residents add 5. 125% sales tax.) For foreign 
airmail delivery, add $2 per issue, 50 cents 
per issue surface mail. All prices listed are 

U.S. funds. 

Time to RENEW? 
Readers who are interested in renewing their subscription to 

MICROpendium without missing a single issue must do so before 
their current subscription expires. 

At right is a facsimile of a typical 
mailing label that is attached to the 
front of subscriber copies. 

The upper line includes informa
tion about the month the subscrip
tion was entered and the number of 
the first issue the subscriber receiv
ed. This information is accurate for 
those who have backdated their sub
scriptions as well as those who have 
not. (An asterisk included with the nu 
bers indicates that the subscri 10n 

has been renewed. Renewal hang
ing from third to first cl mailing 
will not have the asteri added until 
the month the firs class mailing 
begins.) 

When renew· g subscriptions, in-
clude a co of a mailing label or 

e codes that appear on 

A�29�S2 105 
0 SMITH 

4 ELM ST. 

RIA IL 60001 

Code description 

next four numbers refers to 

the month and year the sub

scr ipt ion_ was actually 

entered. 

-The next 2-4 characters represent the type of subscription and the 

number or initial of the month of the year the subscription started. 

"S" m�ans subscriber. Refer to the following definitions for the issue

your subscription started:

2=February 6=June 0=October 

3=March 7=July N=November 

4=April &=August D=December 

S=May , 9=September 1=January 

Our subscription year runs from February to January. In other words, our first 

edition of any year will be the February edition. The last edition of any year will 

be the following January's edition. Those who have "S2" subscriptions must 

renew this month to receive this year's February edition: 

r--------------------�--------------� 

SUBSCRIBE· 

NOW! 

Keep Up With 

Tl99/4A 

News&Views 

Send me the next 12 issues of MICROpendium. I am 
enclosing $ in a check or money order in U.S. 
funds. (Texas residents add 5.125% sales tax.) Mail to: 
MICROpendium, P.O. Box 1343, Round Rock, TX 78680. 

Name _______________ _ 

Address ______________ _ 

City ______________ _ 

State _______ ZIP ______ _ 

v2n6 

L------------------�-----------------
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